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In the United States and Canada there is widespread
belief in astrology. The situation is similar in Europe,
although I focus on the U.S. and Canada because I can
obtain literature for these countries more easily. Most,
although not
perceive astrology as a
problem in some sense--at best a nuisance and at worst
a threat. In this brief review of astrology I have consolidated information that I hope colleagues will find useful.
There are two basic types of astrology. The first can
be called "popular" or "sun-sign" astrology, while the
second astrologers themselves
refer to as .IIserious" astrology. "Serious" refers to use of
In tliis
other factors than the sun sign
in preparation of a horoscope. 1 Most scientists and
that I
many planetarians view sunsign astrology as the only
type, while in fact many
astrologers also decry exclusive use of the sun sign. Also, it is not generally realized
by scientists and planetarians that perhaps fifty Del"Ce11t
of all astrologers are
what
believe to be
valid, and that
are not purposely deceiving people
to make rnr\n.o,,,y
Unlike
uninterrupted
and where astrology
seems to take still other
those found in Westin Western countries has been
in
century. In 1900, astrology was
a mere historical curiosity. By the 1920's it was enjoying
a noticeable surge. And in the last fifty years, it has
eXIJanlOea and extended into business and
A
1975 U.S. Gallup
found that 22% of
"believe in astrology," with one of every two believers a
later another Gallup poll found
woman. 3 Eleven
that 55% of U.S. teenagers, ages 13-18, "believe that
astrology works."4 In 1987, psychologist Geoffrey Dean
noted that roughly 1 person in 10,000 in Western countries practices serious astrology. Dean also found that
since 1960, the number of new titles of serious ~,a-rn.lr\O'tT
books has doubled each decade. s Librarians and
sellers say that frequently they are asked for books
about astrology, both sun-sign and serious, while
almost never are they asked for material opposing
'>"' .....
and other pSI~u(1m)cH~n(~es. 1-1111~ n,"'"
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popularity of astrology.l1
The quantity of
literature is growing,
although it remains small compared to the immense
of pro-astrology material. The best antiastrological bibliographies can be found in the Skeptical
Inquirer and a few good books on the subject. Some
members of the International Planetarium Society have
prepared their own bibliographies. The Astronomical
Society of the Pacific, led by Andrew Fraknoi, has been
a leader in preparing literature that opposes astrology.
In 1983, the ASP published a Packet Debunking Astrology; and the Fall, 1988, issue of The Universe in the Classroom (which is supported in part by the IPS) featured
A Focus on Astro!ogy.,,12,lj' Current IPS Planetarian

ignore one
Ophiuchus.)14
Anti-astrology literature strikes
four levels:
1)
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3) StarlStl(~al
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Preface
Last July I shared this report with IPS Council
members and others at the Biennial Conference in
BorHinge, Sweden. I invited responses from a number of people, including ten in non-North American
countries. Those contributions I received are printed
following the main article. I wish that there also
were some responses from countries other than the
United States and Canada.
You will notice diversity in the way that plane tarians regard the astrology issue. Anticipating this
diversity, I wrote the article and recommendations
alone, with some guidance from the written materials and advice of those whose names follow the Bibliography. I appreciate both this guidance and the
many thoughtful written responses.
Although I chair the Consumer Affairs/
Committee, this presentation should not
to be an IPS "statement." Because
sU£:£:lestlOI1S for changes in the report reprephilosophies, I decided not to
my original
except for minimal editmay feel that my Recommendation 2 is incidental compared with the other eight. However,
"Christmas-Star" programs are given at many planeand our professional image is highly influenced by these
An unfortunate castigain the December,
tion of
1990, issue of Discover
Scrooge," pp. 78which was even featured on the journal cover.
Thus I consider it quite important that planetarians
be
careful not to espouse the idea that "God

dence that several reviewers are correct in
that we concentrate efforts on
and students learn how to

ways science is an Ide:olc~2V
history of the OP'Vpll:10rTIP11t
Further, I recommend
(1) a
of Scientific . .". . . ,:>IJU'u""-_"
to

sure."

article

marked rise
a
cussion," with planetariums and observatories finding it very difficult to oppose. I consider this evi10

ions about what to include
send them to me. Thank you.
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ing astrology. Astronomer Gary Mechler observes that
the physical objections, such as those involving gravity,
are those that astronomers are most likely to present but
are the most difficult for many laypersons to understand. 1S An excellent summary of arguments against
astrology utilizing the first three of the above categories
can be found in Andrew Fraknoi's uYour Astrology
Defense Kit," in the August, 1989, issue of Sky and Telescope.1 6

physicaf o6jections, such as
tliose invo{ving gravity, are those
that astronomers are most {ikf,[y to
present but are the most difficu{t
for many faypersons to understand.
Arguments which focus on sun-sign astrology,
including statistical studies, are waved away brusquely
by the serious astrologers. As Dean observes, " ... these
arguments are all too popular and tend to recur like old
jokes.,,17 Say psychologists Eysenck and Nias, "Much
that passes for scientific criticism in the books and articles we have read is in fact little better than defamation
and prejudice. fl18 Another psychological researcher,
Truzzi, adds, Attacking simple. sun-sign astrology is
largely a waste of time."19 Serious astrologers in the
United States have formed a Media Watch Project
which opposes criticism of astrology that recognizes
only the sun sign. 20
Ii

Much tliat passes for scientific
criticism in the 6oo/(J and artic{es
we have read is in fact {itt{e 6etter
than defamation and prejUdice.
Studies that should be cited as evidence against
astrology are those which involve a number of factors in
addition to the sun sign. Then the serious astrologers
cannot flaunt the argument that the studies do not
apply. The studies of Dean and Niehenke, which did
incorporate many astrological aspects, are the type that
should be cited. These researchers found that correct
predictions occurred no more often than if by
chance. 2l )2 Such results are damning evidence against
astrology. The Gauquelin studies often are given as evidence against the workability of astrology. 23 However,
the Gauquelins' later work has produced some significant correlations, as Tom Clarke indicates in his
response below.
I have concluded that the psychological factors are
extremely influential in determining whether or not a
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person accepts and maintains a belief in astrology.
Why do people get hooked on astrology? P"'''7,..,~,,",I/'''_.
gists Glick and Snyder have conducted
shows people are most likely to seek out information
that confirms hypotheses, even though the individuals
ha ve no stake in seeing the predictions succeed or fail.
Believers and skeptics both use a confirming
when they ~uestioned subjects about the
a
horoscope.2 Tyson, still another psychological researcher, found that the factors of generality, perceived
ficity, and favorable personality symptoms were factors
in acceptance of astrology.2S
And psychologist Hyman found that the best "recipe" for creating an acceptable stock analysis by a pseudopsychologist is one that contains about 75% spe'CHlC,
desirable items and 25% general, undesirable items. The
undesirable descriptions have the apparent effect of
making the analysis credible.26 Dean found that in cases
where these factors were removed, the process of
tive dissonance was active. (Cognitive dissonance is
need to justify decisions and reduce conflict between
action and thought.)27

. .. the 6est ((recipe for creating
accepta6{e stocf( ana{ysis 6y a
pseudopsycliofogist is one that
tains a60ut 75% specific, desira6{e
items and 25% genera~ un desira
6{e items.
II

0

Dean has summarized ways in which astrologers can
convince people that astrology works. He notes that
when clients of astrologers are satisfied and believe that
astrology is true, the astrologers themselves
even more sure about the validity of astrology. "In this
way a vicious circle of reinforcement is
whereby astrologers and their clients are
that astrology works.,,28 Dean's "Twenty Ways to Convince Clients that Astrology Works" is reprinted on the
following page.
I have observed still another factor, which falls
under the heading of Dean's "Packaging," that invites
belief in astrology. I learned to prepare a horoscope
under the direction of an astrologer. I thought I should
know the process if I were to adequately analyze it and
refute it, a course of action recommended by
Abell and other opposers. I observed that the overwhelming number of details can be awe-inspiring to a
nonskeptic. Just as a good story-teller obtains credibility
by including many details, so does the serious astrologer. It is the nature of some people to focus attention on
the richness of detail without looking at the larger question of the truth of the entire procedure. This might be
called "the detail effect."
11

A large number of astrologers follow what they call
"humanistic astrology." This type of astrology is not
well understood by most scientists and planetarium
professionals. The humanistic astrology effort has been
led by composer-poet-painter-astrologer Dane Rudhyar.
Rudhyar has written many serious astrology books, and
view. In contrast, a SkE:~DtlC
his writing incorporates Jungian psychology and Easttherefore does not feel a need to cornrni t
ern mysticism. In review, psychologists Kelly and Krutunverified
Dean
out that
zen conclude, "Rudhyar s style of writing is abstract,
offers an organizing device
ageable smorgasbord of human
,,35
frequently obscure, and long-winded ... Rudhyar himself states that the very nature of his astrology denies
any objective evaluation ... the answer he gives is that
the issue is not whether the indication is correct but
whether the individual sees it as valid.,,29 This type of
astrology cannot be confronted with statistics or logic.
Counseling is more important than prediction in this
Why should astronomers and Dl(:mE~taliuJm
form. 30
sionals spend time
the
If the humanistic/ counseling astrologers were only a
practice of astrology?
and serious .................. ro.""'''''..."
small group, their activities would not be such a nuisance. However, Dean concludes that for every Western
astrologers? I see the
astrologer who concentrates on prediction, probably
1) Astrology interferes
a correct DerCE~Dtlion
there are another two who emphasize counseling.31
astronomy and other sciences. In order to
Nancy Reagan, in consulting astrologer Joan
Quigley, admitted to
Dean's Twenty Ways to
using counseling and
friendship for herself as
Principle
much as for the astrological advice in arranging
Cues
Let
be your
Cold reading.
the
U.s. President's
Disregard for
yes; sound
Illusory validity.
sched ule.32
client to fit the chart.
Procrustean effect.
reality
Lester, another psylast forever.
Regression effects.
chologist, concludes that
the hits.
Selective memory.
astrologers often play a
role similar to that of
Predisposition.
Preach to the converted
Faith
psychotherapists. When
It
does us
if we think
Placebo
effect.
clients receive empathy,
compliments, and advice
Barnum effect.
Generality
on coping with life activities, they are induced to
Situation d.epelt1d.(~n(:e
believe in the process
33
and return for more.
The power of
Gratification
Client misfortune
Glick and Snyder
Closeness is its own reward.
Rapport.
found that in the ways
that people respond to
in numbers.
Invention
Non-falsifiability.
astrology, there seem to
be two groups of peoDr. Fox effect.
Packaging
ple--those
who
are
Psychosocial effects.
prone to believe, and
Social desirability.
skeptics. A typical astrology believer seems to
Self-fulfilling
Once seen, the fit seems
Hindsight bias.
have an underlying need
Find
none exists.
Projection effects.
prophecies
for world events to be
Self-attribution.
birth
predictable. She cannot
tolerate conflicting inforThe best
in life are not
Self-justifica tion
Charging a fee.
mation easily. Astrology
Reduce C011thct--sE~e what you
Cognitive dissonance.
is a ttracti ve to her
believe.
II
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the value of a science program,
need to have a
basic understanding of science.
2) Decisions based on astrology can affect whole
nations, since, politicians and businesspersons sometimes consult astrologers. (The Reagans in the U.S. and
Stanislav Shatalin, current Kremlin Economist in the
U.S.S.R., are two examples.)
3) Psychotherapy by unqualified people can be
harmful. Analysis and advice based on astrology may
cause clients to do harm to themselves and others.
Bart Bok was spurred to opposition of astrology primarily by his conviction that astrology poisons the
minds of young students, minds that need to be aware
of the truths of science and the scientific method.3 6,37
IPS Past-President Alan Friedman observes, "Some
science communicators take the popularity of pseudoscience as a symptom of a more serious problems, an
acceptance of soft thinking in general and a lack of
understanding of science specifically. I find these concerns compelling.,,38
So what can planetarium professionals do to confront astrology? I recommend the following nine
actions:
1) Accept a view that planetariums have an obligation to oppose astrological falsehoods. Some planetariums already have written this goal into their institutional philosophies.
2) Do not incorporate into Christmas/holiday programs (or any other presentations) any implication,
even subtle, that God used astrology with "Wisemen"
or others. (I first saw this recommendation in print by
planetarian Mickey Schmidt in 1989.)39
3) Present science as a method instead of a set of
facts. Demonstrate that science tests ideas and compares
predictions with reality. Illustrate that science is a
human process in which individuals play crucial roles.
Show that curiosity, hunches, and serendipity lead to
discoveries and new questions. (Alan Friedman has also
identified this need.40 )
4) Demonstrate in practical and non-mathematical
ways that there are relationships and patterns in science. Show how the laws of science give order, meaning
and manageability to the world. When science is presented in this way, it may attract more people. People
who are searching for meaning and order and who are
repelled by mathematical terminology and technology
may become comfortable with science and even advocates for it.
5) Be aware if the futility of trying to change astrologers' minds and the minds of those who are enmeshed
totally in astrological belief. These people do not "hear"
arguments. One just wastes time unless discussion with
these people has an audience of people only mildly
attracted to or committed to astrology.
6) Use the planetarium situation as an opportunity to
conduct informal and formal research to learn which
arguments and techniques in programs and classes are

successful in ..."" .....
hood. Logistical
adopted are a) the cOlnpletilon
and after a program,
an Inc:orlSplCtlOtlS l(len.t1tlcation number somewhere on the before and after
and b) a reward for pa]~tlClpants
tickets to another planetarium
toward astrology to which ar~;UITlents
might be targeted is that espoused
When asked if he believed in aSlTOJlO2:V
muddled (here exactly quoted)
life by it, but I won't answer the
because I don't know enough
something to it or not."41
7) Conduct formal and Int,ornnal
different arguments
success with different
men people from different
occupations.
8) Conduct surveys to determine the
acceptance of astrology in countries where this
yet been
Learn the relative ch-t:lI""n-t-l"u:!
ferent
of astrology in use in different countries.
9)
results of
and
research
such the
both in The Planetarian
Skeptical
and
in confronting pseudoscience.
results beyond
and strength of
ing astrology will oe(:OIT'l.e
effort of opposition to .... " ....
jointed and ineffective.
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classes.
a
can
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draw their "own" conclusion about
learn not to confuse the" science"
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at the time of an
astrology, the
same sky.
Ignorance should be
with more ignorance, and
not with resort to
authority.
[In his book, The Dark
"~~,~~,,,,,,,,,,.YY

"',.,"1-114, .....

presents a thesis that the astrology of Eastern countries
has survived because astrology meshes well with cyclical and other Eastern cultural ideas. In contrast, the outlook of science fits well with Christianity, Judaism, and
cultural ideas of Western countries.-J. Bishop]

John E. Mosley
Griffith Observatory
I have two specific comments. First, Jeanne learned
to prepare a horoscope in order to understand astrology
better. This is laudable, but I wonder if it would not be
more useful to learn to do a "cold reading." The horoscope is only a front for the real activity, which is the
dispensation of advice, and it makes little real difference whether the advisor uses a star chart, crystal ball,
tea leaves, or goat intestines. Cold reading and other
forms of offering advice is the real key to why astrology
seems to work and why it has such a following.
Second, I'd like to suggest a variation on Jeanne's
second recommendation-that we not appear to condone astrology in our Christmas shows. She is correct,
but it would be equally unfortunate to avoid the issue.
We have a "heaven-sent" opportunity to discuss astrology, and I would argue that we are remiss if we don't
take advantage of it. The trick is to explain the appeal
that astrology had to primitive people without seeming
to endorse it. There are many good ways to handle this;
it just requires us to be thoughtful about our presentations.
Dr. Thomas R. Clarke
McLaughlin Planetarium, Royal Ontario Museum
In terms of confronting astrologers, the issue of
Ophiuchus seems to me to be irrelevant. No serious
astrologer would confuse the astrological signs, which
are a device to measure position along the ecliptic, with
constellations. I think that serious astrologers would
simply take such argument as indicative of a lack of
knowledge of real astrology. This is somewhat similar
to attacking sun-sign astrology. As you acknowledge
later in the article, a belief in astrology is not easily
shaken by scientific and statistical arguments. I think
that this is so because for the believer, astrology is an
internally consistent, self-validating system with a very
attractive view of the universe.
Michael Gauquelins' early studies showed that traditional astrological interpretations were not supported.
However, later results showing a correlation between
planetary position and occupation and a so-called
"heredity" effect often are quoted by astrologers supporting the tenants of astrology. I followed carefully the
discussions of the Gauquelins' work in The Skeptical
Inquirer and in other contemporary publications. I have
yet to find a convincing case against his methodology or
an alternative non-astrological explanation of the
results. I am not a statistician, but my sense is that the
Gauquelin results still stand and that those who have
challenged him have not made their case. Rather, it
appears that opposers have simply declared them
1991

invalid or
them. If
knows
discussion which accounts for
results
conventional
I would like to hear of
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ogy worked or that God used
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we can't avoid is that those who wrote the
ries believed just that: That the skies could
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rial in which astrological
explain it in the
stories reflect an
sky. I don't think we should
never had an "n'\'n.n.,~t-Oll"'''' role
thought. I suggest
the second recorrunE~nClatliOn
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supporting the value of ast:roJLOEY
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reaction to the
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its own menlbers and
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the proper presentation
science. A
telling people what to believe is not
received. A statement regarding prlDtesslon,al
and responsibilities or planetarians in
ogy and other pseudosciences may have more Deltletlt
the long run. This last
comes from one
covered last week that his son's
six French
was doing sun-sign
as an art and .........h"....i-,'"
exercise, without a clear statement from the teachE~r
to whether the
had
that
to .oh1rnl'n~1ro
of
.n.cr>r...."""'"
ter chance to understand what
is.
JUhH....J I J
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one
serious debate among 1-/"'''''''-'6''-'
Popper would
015lae-:ree
treatment of the status of ast:rollOQV
weight that treatment of the status
probably on the
that should be
tive power as well.
ium community 1"'\D'l"n~lnc
positions held by ~11~nIl~I~r--ln.UI
ists, or whatever. 2) In our confrontations with
gers, we must be careful not to treat them as
lithic group-not all astrologers have
i"'01"i'!lIl1nn,

"''-'11'''''''''-'_

precession of the equinoxes, for example. 3) If we are to
combat astrology using psychology, which psychological theories are we going to favor? For example, see the
writings of Adolf Grunbaum, which show that the scientific status of psychoanalysis has been in serious
question for years.
My dissertation advisor at the University of
Dr. Stanley P. Wyatt, was one who refused to sign the
1975 anti-astrology statement. I asked him why, to
which replied that he felt that such approaches to combating astrology, although well-intentioned, were akin
to book-burning. He went on to comment that the truth
or falsity of astrology should be decided by evidence
and not by political pressure. Before about 1960, a vote
by geologists might likewise have condemned Alfred
Wegener's continental drift theory to the realm of pseudoscience as well. Condemnation of astrology as a
whole may backfire on us. Some claims once put under
the rubric of "astrology" later have been found to be
accurate. For example, I recall that Galileo opposed
lunar causation of tides on the basis that this was an
occult claim.
.LUAJlLV"",

books?

Seems like we've

~~

~be~

times in human
We need to be
approach this. An
statement that
against
could be seen as coll-_c"' ..... r'nocially if aimed at
beliefs. We all ,hc,,.,r, 1',,::,
freedom of
a religion for some nellDle--i
tered such
If my
wants to believe
his problem.
if a
official is
mine the fate of a
based on
another issue. In these latter cases, we have
these cases,
tion to speak our minds.
I
the issue
I am asked about
shouldn't "shoot" into
to
guns." We should save
where we know there is
shot strikes between the eyes.
1. Sneider
Holt
Lawrence Hall
Thank you for the well u .... I'~
researched statement on aS1TOJlUgy
institutions which teach astrm10Inv
issue of
disagreement.
of falsehoods.
J ....

Dr. Walter E. Mitchell, lr.
Planetarium, Ohio State University
Ten years or so ago, I undertook the review of a
book by two of our former Ph.D. students, Roger Culver
and Phil lanna, The Gemini Syndrome. My review
appeared in The Astronomy Quarterly, Vol. 3, No. 11,
1979-80. I think debunkers should be turning their
efforts to some of the "Pearls" I report discovered
within the pages of The Gemini Syndrome. For example,
take the situation of scores in the "Femininity" component of the California Personality Inventory correlating
well with whether one is born in the upper or lower half
of the zodiac.
In the 1988 copy of Culver and lanna's book, Astrology, Fact or Fiction, I find that most things are the same. I
regret that the errors of these debunkers are now even
more thoroughly engrained in the literature.
I see an analogy between the vast effort expended on
UFO studies with the more limited studies of astrology.
It seems to me to make about as much sense to say that
there is a Fundamental UFO Principle as there is to say
there is a Fundamental Astrological Principle. While the
FAP is that there celestial bodies influence humankind,
I suppose that the FUP is that there are aerial phenomena which are inadequately covered by existing paradigms. It seems that the same scientific scrutiny should
be applied to each, but there is neither manpower or
interest in doing this. Let's admit to this limitation and
work on the more important or interesting cases,
ping the blanket debunking.
leffrey L. Hunt, Planetarium
Waubonsie Valley High School
We have to be careful when attacking personal belief
systems, whether they are right or wrong in our eyes.
How do we debunk astrology? Burn all astrology
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that in order to make an nHlpal:I,
we have to
what it is
that we
to accomplish. Is it really our desire to
down
have proponents of astrology "see the light,"
their charts, and recant the power of the planets?
instead, do we take a more realistic approach and
astrologers to acknowledge that astrology
and astronomy are two very different, unrelated fields?
After all, how many of us have actually altered the
belief of a single astrologer by using the logic of science?
]onA. Marshall
Planetarium, Strongsville High School
We planetarians are indebted to you for the synthesis of what is obviously an extensive amount of literature on this continuing problem (really more an irritant
to most of us, I think) of astrology/astronomy. I believe
that the core of the problem is akin to numerous others,
primarily a distressing ignorance of what science is and
how it works, You have struck precisely on this point in
your recommendations 3 and 4. Both of these emphatically and dearly state what we should use as a foundation of operations whenever we are called upon to deal
with any pseudoscience.
Pseudoscientists they are, indeed, since the astrologers go
such elaborate gyrations and calculaout those fancy charts and numbers? ..
tions (just
ooooh! .. , aaaah!) so
have the
of scientific methodology. But
are
selective in order to avoid
embarrassments
when full scientific
and replication are
If
and their fans are willing to sub......... f'-n.r''''~·'A ...'C' to
standard scientific
for shining light into some
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that we can't
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cited in
recommendation #5. We must
develop personal sets of scientific tools with
examine things in the universe--even astrology!
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Andrew Fraknoi
Astronomical Society of the Pacific
To me the greatest harm that is done by astrology is

c ......n'n.£'Y'[T

a scientific
of the stars
the claim that stars influence

19%
46%
1%
3%
31%

is:

E)

These results reinforce the points raised by Jeanne
Bishop.
Astronomy courses with lab sections have an interesting chance to discuss astrology. At the University of
Washington and Colgate University many years ago,
we had each student in an astronomy lab calculate a
nativity horoscope, including signs and houses of the
sun, moon, and planets. Besides the astronomy
involved, we wanted to make a point about rational
thinking. To the students who came in as believers, we
wanted to show the differences between the modern
universe and the geocentric model which spawned
astrology: what are the assumptions on which astrology
is based? To the students who came in as skeptics, we
wanted to show that astrology should not be dismissed
by ridicule, but instead should be refuted by a rational
approach.
Norman Sperling
HEverything in the Universe"
Daily newspaper horoscopes contribute enormously
to public support for astrology. They hook youth and
others sufficiently educated to read the paper, but insufficiently educated to read them critically. Editors claim
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that readers know not to trust everything on the comics
page, but educators know that many students believe
horoscopes. Planetarians need to urge the press to use
the disclaimer proposed by the Committee for Scientific
Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal
liThe following astrological forecasts should be read for
entertainment value only. Such predictions have no reliable basis in scientific fact." Thirty-three newspapers
currently use some such disclaimer-and all the rest
don't.
CSICOP leads the opposition to all pseudoscience,
including UFOlogy, ancient astronauts, Velikovsky, and
the Face on Mars, as well as astrology. CSICOP Fellows
and Consultants include several astronomers, and even
a planetarian (Ed Krupp of Griffith.) Dr. Bishop cites
several articles from their excellent quarterly, the Skeptical Inquirer, which should earn a place in planetarians'
regular reading. Planetarians could also ally themselves
with their local CSICOP-cooperating group. For example, I have enjoyed being active in the Bay Area Skeptics. Can your planetarium support your local skeptics
with a venue for meetings, a postal address, use of
office equipment, or occasional speakers? A list of
groups appears in each issue of the Skeptical Inquirer. 0
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Hooked on Horosco

s

We may not be able to persuade people that astrology and graphology are nonsense.
But psychology, with the help of a showman, reveals why they are so
Adrian Fumham
clo New Scientist
King's Reach Tower, Stamford Street
London SEt 9LS, England
means that distraught and overburdened selectors
Why do so many people believe in, consult and act
turning elsewhere. Many have turned to gralpnlOl()gy
upon the predictions of astrologers and graphologists?
Newspapers such
Such predictions are
the Observer,
not only irreconcilable
rr'fie morae Of tfie story . .. is tfiat you
pendent and the
with scientific rationalTimes
have all
ism and Christian beimpress anyone witfi tfie perspicacity
lished
liefs, they have a highly
your psycfiorogica{ insigfits providea tfiat portant, .... ~'dubious record when it
presumably
comes to validly and
you confine yourself to statements
people in or~~anlsa·n011S
reliably describing personality
accurately,
are vague, re{evant for most peop{e, gen- such as
financial houses
predicting behaviour
era{{y favoura6{e, but persona{isea just the services of n-.,..""nhn
or
foretelling
the
ogists and
tests
future. Social scientists
for you. :Fortune te{{ers fiave been for
the selection of
have considered seriemployees. This is deously the possibility
e~roiting this fact for fiundreds
, that horoscopes and
spite literally dozens of
years.
scientific studies that
handwriting analyses
challenge the
of
have some validity, but
graphology to assess or describe an individual's characimpartial research has failed to find any replicable, significant evidence. Both graphology and astrology are
ter.
The more plausible reason for the
falsifiable, and both have been falsified, yet people from
graphological and astrological interpretations, realoulgs
all backgrounds still believe. The question is: why?
and the like is because, paradoxically, they are true.
There are two sorts of answer to this question. One
and it is an important but, the reason they are true is
is related to the fact that in our society we often need to
that they are vague positive generalisations which are
assess, describe or measure people. Employers, for
example, often need to make judgments about which
true of most people and yet are supposedly derived
cifically for a named individual.
individuals to employ, perhaps having to make a selection from a large number of candidates. Bewildered
selectors, increasingly under pressure to use "objective"
rr'fie more pfausi6{e reason
assessment procedures rather than relying on intuition,
tum to any means of assessment that they feel gives
popurarity
grapliofogica{
them "insight" into the more and more sophisticated
astrorogica{ interpretations,
applicants.
Some resort to school grades or leisure pursuits
ings ana tfie {i/(g,
(always the source of greatest lies on an application
ao?(jca{{y, tliey are
form), despite evidence that these are poor predictors of
success in a job. Indeed, there may even be a reverse
correlation between good grades in certain A-level subThis is part of a phenomenon that
jects and success at work.
refer to as the Barnum effect, whereby people will
Other employers consult occupational psycholoaccept feedback about their personality, no matter how
gists whose carefully constructed psychometric tests
trivial or general, because they believe it is based on
appear to provide objective scientific measures. Howpersonality assessment procedures. The effect is named
ever, a combination of distrust of psychology (especially in Britain), a growing number of unqualified consultants setting up in business and the profusion of
overenthusiastic claims and poorly designed tests
u
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Psychologists have been investigating the Barnum
effect for about 40 years. During this time, they have
isolated SOine of the circumstances that determine
whether a person will be fooled by bogus feedback, the
characteristics of those that are and are not fooled, and
the
of
that people believe and trust in.
~.u ... u.'- ...... study took place in the late 1950s
when Ross
an American psychologist, gave 68
",,,,,,.cAnn,al managers a well-established personality test.
instead of
it and giving them the results, he
handed each
a bogus feedback in the form of 13
statements
from horoscopes, graphological
and so on. He then asked each
to read
from
how accurate the assesswhether each sentence was:
about half and half,
wrong. More
'~rnC>'71n ..... I~T accurate
per cent thought it was rather
good
Table on next page). Almost none believed it
to be very wrong.
The response of the personnel managers to the individual statements also reveals one of the reasons why
the Barnum effect occurs. The two statements the managers considered most accurate were: "You prefer a certain amount of change and variety and become dissatisfied when hemmed in by restrictions and limitations"
(91 per cent marked it as ra ther good" or "amazingly
accurate") and "While you have some personality
weaknesses, you are generally able to compensate for
them" (89 per cent). In comparison, the two statements
rated as least accurate were "Your sexual adjustment
has presented problems for you" and "Some of your
aspirations tend to be pretty unrealistic." General feed-
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A second crucial component of the Barnum effect is
that humans tend to be hungry for . . . VA"IJH.'
sceptical of criticism. Feedback must be
need not be entirely positive, but if it is by and
favourable with the occasional mildly
comVol. 20, No.2, June 1991

ment (that itself may be seen as a compliment) people
will believe it. This can easily be demonstrated by using
Stagner's 13 statements with the opposite, primarily
negative, meaning; for example, "You do not pride
yourself as an independent thinker and accept others'
statements without satisfactory truth."

. .. hutnans tend to be hungry for
comp[iments but sceptica[ of
criticism.

This confirms another principle in
sugmeasurement, the "Pollyanna principle",
gests that there is a universal human tendency to use or
accept as true positive words or feedback more than
negative words and feedback. In one
Snyder and his colleagues showed that there were five
times as many favourable as unfavourable statements in
feedback that subjects found highly acceptable. The
rarely accepted interpretations, by comparison, contained twice as many unfavourable as favourable statements.
In the light of the Barnum effect, therefore, it is not

How personnel managers rated their "personality analysis"
Iudgment as to accurac~ of item {l2er cent choosing}

Amazingly
accurate

Rather
good

About
half &
half

More
wrong than
right

Almost
entirely
wrong

You have a great need for other people to like and
admire you

39

46

13

1

1

You have a tendency to be critical of yourself

46

36

15

3

0

You have a great deal of unused capacity which you
have not turned to your advantage

37

36

18

1

4

While you have some personality weaknesses, you are
generally able to compensate for them

34

55

9

0

0

Your sexual adjustment has presented problems for you

15

16

16

33

19

Disciplined and self-controlled outside, you tend to be
worrisome and insecure inside

40

21

22

10

4

At times you have serious doubts as to whether you
have made the right decision or done the right thing

27

31

19

18

4

You prefer a certain amount of change and variety and
become dissatisfied when hemmed in by restrictions
and limitations

63

28

7

1

1

You pride yourself as an independent thinker and do
not accept others' statements without satisfactory proof

49

31

12

4

4

You have found it unwise to be too frank in revealing
yourself to others

31

37

22

6

4

At times you are extroverted, affable, sociable, while at
other times you are introverted, wary, reserved

43

25

18

9

5

Some of your aspirations tend to be pretty unrealistic

12

16

22

43

7

Security is one of your major goals in life

40

31

15

9

5

Stagner's 13 Statements

Not all percentages add up to 100 per cent because of omissions by an occasional subject.
The Planetarian, Vol. 20, No.2, June 1991
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difficult to explain the popularity of astrology and
~apholo.gy. ~e lengthy feedback is based on specific
Info~ahon-~I~e and place of birth for astrology; slant
~nd SIze of ~nhng, how the letters are joined, dotting of
1 s and crossIng of t's, use of loops and so on in graphology. It is nearly always favourable. Take, for example,
an analysis of Nigel Lawson's writing published in the
Observer on 3 November 1989. "Optimistic, forwardlooking. Extrovert. Intelligent. Appreciative of the arts.
Cultured. Decisive. Signs of stubbornness. Quick mind,
but not good with trivia; needs people to whom he can
delegate." A typical example of general positive statements that are applicable to between five and ten million other people who live in Britain. And note the
praising with faint damns: "Signs of stubbornness", for
instance, and "not good with trivia." Not so many people would be happy to hear of themselves "signs of
intelligence" or uslow mind, but good with trivia."
Another factor is that it is often the troubled (worried, depressed, insecure) who visit astrologers,
graphologists and fortune tellers. They are particularly
sensitive to the supposedly objective positive information about themselves and their future. Therefore, the
very type of feedback and the predisposition of the people who seek it makes the acceptance highly probable.

'Therefore, the very type of feedbact( and the predisposition of the
peopfe who see/( it makf-s the
acceptance highfy proba6fe.
The Barnum effect also accounts for the popularity
of astrological books and stars columns in newspapers
and magazines.
offer a fairly long description for
each Sun sign in positive general terms, but with the
caveat that it is an approximation and that an accurate
horoscope needs to be cast specifically for an individual. But if the general description seems true (and it
probably is), people frequently conclude that it must be
even more accurate when more specific information is
used.
Furthermore, this process is enhanced over time for
two reasons. The first is a human characteristic that psychologists have been aware of since Freud pointed it
out. This is that people selectively remember positive
statements about themselves rather than negative. So
people are more likely to remember feedback that coincides with their own view of themselves than information that is less relevant or contradicted it. Secondly,
people have to
for the services of an astrologer or
graphologist. If you have paid for something, you are
less likely to admit that you have wasted your money
on inferior items. The more one pays the better. Perhaps
one needs a wealth warning in every astrological
statement.
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Astrological and graphological
have
attractions, particularly for people who are anxious
insecure. The readings not
ing" information about
dict the future so reducing anxieties
about what will happen. Also, unlike other
therapy that require effort
often
of recognising one's problems
behaviour to obtain benefit, one "...,.,.",...",,"
the graphologist with a
of
astrologist with the time
much to gain and little to lose.
fortable collaborative illusion
emerges from the buyer and seller of the
reading or handwriting
VA ..._""'-J,A,

'"'ct.... n.iin"'... "'''

Finally, there is one other reason
date graphology and
prophecy. The statement, for eXclmlJle,

This first appeared in New Scientist ma;f(az:me,
weekly review of science and tecjf,.mcIlo(;rJJ
and is reprinted with permission.

Minoltastands81One a s t h e h
,
accurate and affordable planetariums for every budget and size installation.
Minolta Planetariums offer:
REALISTIC SKIES Precise, high-quality Minolta preciSion mUlti-element coated

lenses
and sharpness. Plastic optics or pinholes are never used. Complete
of the starry sky is guaranteed.

RELIABILITY

The ultra-accurate gear-interlocked Sun, Moon, and Planet mechanism is constructed with the finest
components for ultimate durability and reliability. Solar system bodies automatically appear in the correct
position as the annual motion is run to a desired date. Critical planetary positions are repeatable at any
time. All projectors are designed to stand up to the heaviest use with minimal attention and maintenance.

UNSURPASSED
SERVICE

Minolta operates a complete U.S. service station in Ramsey, N.J. We offer fast service resulting in
minimal down time for you.

SELECTION

Minolta offers 9 different projectors for dome sizes from 6 to 25 meters. 3,000 to 30,000 stars can
be projected.

TURN-KEY OPERATION
When you purchase a Minolta planetarium you get more than a projector. We can supply a complete package including:
• 70mm movie projection system • Dome screens " Sound systems • Control systems
" laser shows " Special effect projectors " Computer Software
The same innovative state-of-the-art capabilities and resources that has made Minolta a worldwide leader in the photographic, optical, electronic, and information handling fields have been utilized in the design, engineering, and production of its
planetarium equipment.
The true value of a product can be best gauged by the customers who purchase it. Minolta takes great pride in our reputation
for quality, reliability and service. We also take great pride in the fact that some of the most select customers worldwide use
Minolta planetariums.
For further information contact:
Minolta Planetarium Department, 101 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 Phone (201) 818-3514

PLANETARIUMS
ONLY FROM THE MIND OF MINOLTA
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Quite often a planetarium show depicts what it
might be like if you were on another planet. It is important to make that depiction as accurate and informative
as possible. The accompanying table indicates the
apparent size of a planet's natural satellites as seen from
the "surface" of that planet. By surface, I mean the listed
radius of the planet, ignoring such problems as a
planet's atmosphere or that a planet may not really have
a surface as we know it.
The table below shows the angular radii and apparent magnitudes of the known moons of the solar as they
would appear from their parent planets. This is a revision of a table I did in 1978 in Vol. 7, No.3 of The Plane-

tarian.
The apparent angular sizes, both maximum and
minimum, for each satellite are obtained from the following formula: s = arc tan [ rs / ( a ( 1 ± e ) - rp )]
where s is the apparent angular radius of the satellite, rs
is the radius of the satellite, a is the semimajor axis of
the satellite's orbit, e is the satellite's orbital eccentricity,
and rp is the radius of the planet. In addition, the table
also Indicates the maximum and minimum apparent
angular sizes of the sun as seen from each planet. This
information combined with the satellite's apparent size
Min <A"~XUHf.1
Solar

Planet
Moon

Max
Solar .n.uuu,;::,

Earth
Luna

16.27 arc min 15.73 arc min

Mars
Phobos(I)
Deimos (II)

11.57 arc min

3.23 arc min

Metis (XVI)
Adrastea (XV)
Amal thea (V)
Thebe (XIV)
10 (I)

Europa (II)
Ganymede (III)
Callisto (IV)
Leda (XIII)
Himalia (VI)
Lysithea (X)
Elara (VII)
Ananke (XII)
Carme (XI)
Pasiphae (VIII)
Sinope (IX)
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Min

rAJfI'X"~UU

16.74 arc min

14.97 arc min

6.36 arc min
1.05 arc min

6.06 arc min
1.04 arc min

9.60 arc min

8.3
- 5.2

2.93 arc min

1.22
0.60
2.62
1.05
17.89
9.09
9.08
4.59
0.18
2.00
0.36
0.85
0.18
0.23
0.35
0.22

arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc sec
arc sec
arc sec
arc sec
arc sec
arc sec
arc sec
arc sec

2.59
1.01
17.72
8.91
9.04
4.52
0.13
1.45
0.29
0.56
0.13
0.15
0.16
0.12

arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc sec
arc sec
arc sec
arc sec
arc sec
arc sec
arc sec
arc sec

-1.0
0.7
- 3.6
- 1.7
-10.8
- 9.6
9.2
- 7.0
11.4
6.1
9.8
8.1
10.8
9.9
1

Max Angular
Solar Radius

Min Angular
Solar Radius

Saturn
Atlas (XV)
Prometheus (XVI)
Pandora (XVII)
Epimetheus (XI)
Janus (X)
Mimas (I)
Encelad us (II)
Tethys (III)
Telesto (XIII)
Calypso (XIV)
Dione (IV)
Helene (XII)
Rhea (V)
Titan (VI)
Hyperion (VII)
Iapetus (VIII)
Phoebe (IX)

1.78 arc min

1.59 arc min

Uranus
Cordelia (VI)
Ophelia (VII)
Bianca (VIII)
Cressida (IX)
Desdemona (X)
Juliet (XI)
Portia (XII)
Rosalind (XIII)
Belinda (XIV)
Puck (XV)
Miranda (V)
Ariel 0)
Umbriel (II)
Titania (III)
Oberon (IV)

0.88 arcmin

Neptune
1989N6
1989N5
1989N3
1989N4
1989N2
1989N1
Triton (I)
Nereid (II)

0.54 arc min

Pluto
Charon (I)

0.54 arc min

Planet
Moon

Max Angular
Moon Radius

0.27
2.19
1.91
2.28
3.81
5.55
4.86
7.77
0.21
0.16
6.09
0.17
5.64
7.86
0.35
0.74
2.11

arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc sec

3.56
3.10
2.56
2.85
2.78
3.55
3.40
2.33
1.73
4.84
7.97
12.08
8.41
6.63
4.70
4.13
5.67
9.62
7.62
6.86
7.54
14.24
0.43

Min Angular
Moon Radius

**

2.16
1.89
2.23
3.73
5.22
4.81

arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min

**
*
*

1.8
- 3.8
- 3.8
4.6
-5.6
-6.3
- 6.9
- 8.0
0.3
0.5
-7.2
0.4
-7.2
- 6.8
-0.5
-1.7
6.5

6.05
0.17
5.63
7.39
0.28
0.70
1.51

arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc sec

arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min

3.54
2.99
2.55
2.84
2.77
3.54
3.39
2.32
1.73
4.83
7.92
11.98
8.32
6.60
4.69

arc min
arc min
arc min
arcmin
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arcmin
arc min

-5.3
- 6.6
- 5.2
- 5.2
-4.4

arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min

3.96
5.45
9.26
7.36
6.66
7.35
13.93
0.06

arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arc min
arcmin

- 0.1
-0.9
- 2.0
-1.6
-1.9
-2.5
- 7.0
4.2

0.80 arc min

rum

0.53 arc min

0.32 arc min

Eccentricity unknown.
** Eccentricity equal to zero based on
current observations.
nlm No listed magnitude

146 arc min

*

-10.6

*

The current values of sizes, distances, and magnitudes
were taken from The Astronomical Almanac 1991.
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Dr. Shapiro, with a Ph.D. in Astronomy from Northwestern University, has worked at three of America's major
planetariums. He started his planetarium career at the
Adler Planetarium, directed the Abrams Planetarium for
eight years, and for the past nine years has led the Morehead Planetarium.
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Where there are moons, there are eclipses and transits. Showing these can lend realism to planetarium
shows. Eclipses aren't the same everywhere, and there
are a few surprises.
The main factors which determine eclipse or transit
duration are the relative sizes of the Sun and satellite,
the satellite's orbital velocity and orbital inclination, and
the rotational speed of the planet. Our moon, Luna, has
an average speed of about 2000 mi/hr, so its shadow
moves about that fast. But at the equator, the Earth's
rotational speed is about 1000 mi/hr, allowing observers there to halfway keep up with the shadow!
A secondary factor affecting duration is how near to
the observer's horizon the eclipse happens. At dawn,
the observer is traveling directly toward the eclipse, so
none of the planet'S rotational speed can directly
increase the eclipse duration. The longest eclipses happen when the Sun is at zenith and the observer is at the
equator. Finally, the inclination of a satellite's orbit is
duration in the case of
only important in
Luna and the satellites that are retrograde orbit.
Eclipses can
for all planets (except Mercury
and Venus!), but
two-Uranus and Pluto-they
occur in series
Series of ecli pses occur there
for Uranus
and 125
for
the line of nodes
towards
Sun.
In some cases a planet's rotation is faster than a satellite's orbital speed, so that instead of moving from
right to left across the Sun, a satellite moves from left to
right.
are marked
negative times in the
Table.)
Many satellites aren't
<that is, don't
have enough gravity) to be round.
misshapen
forms would silhouette
the Sun, as in the case of
Amalthea,
in transits rather than eclipses. All
planetary satellites,
either eclipse or transit
it can do both. Eventuthe Sun; Luna is unique
ally, as it moves farther from Earth due to tidal friction,
only transits ("annular eclipses") will occur. Already,
the Sun's average apparent size exceeds Luna's by almost
0.2 arc-minutes. In approximately 600 million years
with our moon will end, and all subtotal solar
sequent eclipses win be annular.
The apparent sizes of the Sun and a satellite depend
on how far each is from the planet's surface. As one
26

a more C01:nr:mCatE~a
details, write to Ine.
Val ues are rounded to
ratio" means the distance
imum
or transits
the Sun is 426 times farther
face than is Luna for best \AVAlk'-J~
times farther for best 1l01t1g~~st)
satellite orbits is V'Pt.Or1'·ori
and 'Vtr" are the relative b>VI::'C\"lb>
rotation and satellite 14r'\r'uLl.rnl".... 4- re~me'CtiveJlv
and H.ol.on"a
the maximum times
second contact
These calculations are consistent with Lee .... hr.""u·'"
lunar radii from the
... ,. . ..'''"''',~" and """' .... "';4-'"

Steve
at college,
1976. From

l11'1r.IPyo·rnr1unf

graduate work in
prides himself on
intricacies of science on
novice.

,",II'y/UT.""'"

::>Cli;;nces

Planet!
Satellite

Radius

Earth

6378.14
1738.00

Luna

Mars
Phobos (I)
Deimos (II)

Vecl

D-ratio
min

eccen.
(e)

D-ratio
max

149600000
384400

.0167
.0549

426

369

28.58

3397.40
10.85
6.15

228000000
9400
23500

.0930
.0150
.0005

42500
12400

33700
10300

.00

71492.40
20
10
83
45
1815
1569
2631
2400
8

778400000
128000
129000
181000
222000
422000
671000
1070000
1883000
11090000
11480000
11720000
11740000
21
22600000
23500000
23700000

4400
14200
7490
5540
2340
1370
819
454

13100
12900
6730

6
50
45

1424000000
137700
139400
141700
151

1 0

0

.0480
0
0
.0030
.0150
.0040
.0900
.0020
.0070

0
0
.80
.04

0

406

.1

.1580

85.0
78.5
88.3

.1

.2072
.1700

1

145.00
47.7

1

0
0

0

.0040
.0090

1
1

1

1

8500
0
0
0
4750

0
11

0
0

u
o

48200

0

198000

41
0
0
0
1989N1

Charon (I)

1
1

11

354800
5513000
I

1150
764

5.00
0

1

5927000000
19130

0
.7483

93800
49100
13800
3330

1

27.60

.2510
0

412000

247000

0

__ ,__ """",.__ 31210
The majority of the planetariums in the U.s. are
now 20 years old or older. Many were built in response
to the "Sputnik" scare of the late fifties and early sixties.
Many of these planetariums continue to operate as educational anachronisms and some face
closings because there is
not enough funds to
keep their overused or
outdated equipment in
repair. Over the next decade, most of the planetari urns in the U.S. face one
of four decisions:

Ultimately, your v ........................... "" ..... .
mined
Should pla:nebuiulms contInl1e

'Toaay, many oraer pfanetanums
ing their age ana some are
a severe fac/(of financiar support.
wirr either find neUl rife
tion or 6e crosed aown. We
renovation of %e 'J\[fw
Pfanetarium wirr
ties to support their

1) Close the planetarium forever.
2) Continue to operate less reliably with outdated
equipment. This will increase the negative image
of the planetarium as an outdated media unable
to serve students or attract the public. There are
many reliable exciting media alternatives such as
television/laser disks for the classroom, and in
larger cities, IMAX for the public. In the past
decade, science education has gone toward individualized participatory instruction such as student computer stations. Many educators have little need for a passive group experience at the
planetarium. Eventually, due to breakdowns
and unreliability, the planetarium will close
itself or public and school attendance will diminish to the point that parent governments, school
systems and museums will shut them down.
3) Build a new planetarium to new technical, educational and entertainment standards. While the
most desirable, this is an expensive alternative.
Unfortunately, fewer new planetariums were
built in the 1980's than in the 1970's. One the reasons for this decline is that new planetariums
cost nearly ten times what they did twenty years
ago.
4) Rebuild old planetarium to new technical, educational and entertainment standards. Unless the
population area has grown so large that the current planetarium is too small to support the
potential audience, this alternative may be the
most viable and cost effective.
20, No.2, June 1991

Planetarium
est in the state of
southeast. For a
than 700,000
universe.

Hon.
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Mark
Planetarium
unchanged. And after a

fate will

use, the
outdated but worn to
the staff and
of trustees and direca frazzle.
tors of the Museum of Arts & Sciences wondered if the
had become a dinosaur that needed
extinction.
The Mark Smith Planetarium was born out of a recognition of the need for stronger school and
education in the space sciences. Ironically, that need is even
stronger today. I'm not sure if this is an indictment
against planetariums, school systems or both. There is
no statistical proof that planetariums have made a
significant dent in America's ignorance of astronomy
and space sciences. There is, however a wealth of anecdotal and descriptive evidence that suggests that
tariums have high motivational value for students and
are very successful at providing informal space science
education across a broad spectrum of students and
adults. The boards of trustees and directors and the
staff, conduded that our planetarium was needed and
considered even more valuable today as a"theater of
science" and should exist. The resulting goal was to
make the planetarium a space theater that would lead
the residents of Middle Georgia into the 21st century.
Original 1987 estimates of the renovation approached
one million dollars ... a price the community could not
afford. By purchasing and restoring a used star projector and doing nearly all of the design work and construction in-house, the museum's staff were able to cut
the direct costs in half. The 1987 budget and the revised
1989-90 budget are provided as reference.

Costs
New Star Projector
New Dome
New Computer Control
New Projection Gallery
New Carpeting
New Seating
New Special Effects
New Sound ~~"~4-.n,,......,.
New Cove
New Video
New LASER C"7C!~ClI1rY\
'·"'{1I0t-OlrY\

TOTAL

$430,000
$65,000
$75,000
$25,000
$7,000
$26,000
$80,000
$25,000
$8,000
$50,000
$45,000
$836,000

(1989-90)
Used Star Projector
Repair of Dome
New Computer Control
New Projection Gallery
New Carpeting
New Seating
New Special Effects
New Sound System
New Cove Lighting
New Video System
New LASER system

TOTAL
30

$200,000
$3,000
$20,000
$16,000
$6,000
$19,000
$60,000
$15,000
$2,000
$30,000
$16,000
$387,000

how did we do a nlillion dollar
the
less than half the
the direct cost
did not include
staff labor over the "T. "'" ",..,."' ...
all of the
and
Director
installed almost all of the
the low-voltage control
Second,
large
"4-,.,,,,4-i
carry skilled
on
can be made available
your use
contractor. Our particular contractor
astronomy and was a member of our Board of
He provided labor at his cost and free access
struction equipment. We had to work around his
struction schedule, but it cut our contractor costs
If you can be flexible about
down for
a lot of construction for
this is a great way to
tIe money.
After careful study, it was determined that
the dome ne{~ae'a
component of the
to be replaced.
repair and ...,. ,.,. . . ,.. ..... h.,..,.,....
several miles
and new eleCtrllCa!
raceways were run that would allow LU'"J.'L'U"~'
A new
housing more than 100
jectors, was constructed around the
New
and new
installed to
the old
The
staff did the
$5000 in installation fees. The control
more
and the "C:O!UHc~ were
to make A"~~AA'""U'H
ron.,....

;:!U'CLA,CU

1

was able to
this
use of the theater floor space. Unfortunately, in most
than $15,000.
machine for
planetariums the best view is from the console and not
Minolta Corporation agreed to
the audience. We decided that the planetarium staff was
paid to be in the theater and therefore should have the
star machine to new technology ..::n"'U'''<UlA''''''
half the cost of a new machine,
worst view. The planetarium staff has learned how to
This renovated MS-I0 Star P""f','ar>4-n1l"
point out constellations that appear upside down and
distorted from their point of view. Using azimuth
motion it is now possible to provide the best view for
our audience.
first year of continuous opleratlOn
A new dynamic 3200-watt 14-speaker surroundhas already set a new attlen<larlce
sound system was installed that is capable of reproduc(20% more than the previous VP,rlr--I'I/laICOT
ing the power of a space shuttle launch or the terror of a
lation of 150,000) and "''''r',,,,-i'T£1ori
thunderclap. The four subwoofers were designed and
built by the planetarium staff.
ers and visitors.
Today, many older nl:::antc,t::u'l11rn.:::.
To insure the reliability and consistency of planetarium performances, a Cornerstone Superstar computer
age and some are '-"'U'~""~~"
control system was installed. The staff did all of the low
cial support. Many will
ovation or be closed down. We
voltage wiring. This system not only precisely controls
the planetarium's carousel projectors, it also controls
of The New Mark Smith
the planetarium's cove light system. Currently, a Microcommunities to support their
star lighting system automates the special effects. HowWhether it is simply a
ever, the planetarium control console was built by Sky
journey to another world, a
Skan and future planned improvements include a Sky
vide a cosmic perspective that will both
lenge our students and their n~1I"'Dnt-c
Skan automation system for special effects projectors.
Using computer images, laserdiscs and video tape
Smith Planetarium will
visitors that we
players as image sources, The New Mark Smith Planemore than citizens of the United States or Britain
tarium features the world's only three-projector video
many, that we are all children riding on one
panorama system. This video panorama surrounds the
that we are part of a much
this planetarium will #"'A,,,,.,..,...,,.. .. ,"'i,.....,. ..n.
audience and greatly enhances the versatility of the
planetarium. The video system also boasts a satellite
than a right to explore the
we have an OD,ll2":idish capable of bringing live images of scientific events
tion. And, perhaps, some of our visitors will
time to explore the universe on their own with ....,nt-h,.,.."....
from around the world, including Soviet and American
space launches, NASA press conferences and scientific
more than their planetarium
to
symposiums. The planetarium has a computer
controlled multi-color~d LASER graphics system that projects and animates LASER images
among the stars.
The single greatest addition to the New
Mark Smith Planetarium is the MS-10 Star Projector made by Minolta Corporation of America. This machine produces three times as
many stars as the old planetarium star projector and is the only planetarium in the state
which has stars that twinkle. Scintillation of
stars and steady light of planets is one way for
students to learn planet identification without
entrance I exi t
a telescope. The MS-10 possesses a fourth axis
of rotation that can change the viewing direction of north, south, east or west for comfortable study of the sky. A 12 carousel slide projector panorama system also participates in this
azimuth motion, creating the illusion of turning the room around the viewer. The Star Proentnmce/exit
jector was also the greatest single savings of
the renovation project. When a new planetarium was built in Jacksonville, Florida, their 17
year old star machine, which had been suitable
for a 40-foot dome, was deemed too small to
use in the new 60-foot dome. Our Museum
""V'UOA""-
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Brought to you by
to:
Powerful Interactive Planetarium Systems

It is very
to be able to tell you that letters
have already been received from fellow users at various
locations in response to the first Mobile News Network
column. These instructors are excited about sharing
their joys as well as their concerns. Thank you for sharing and please keep responding-others need to know
about your experiences and creative inventions for program enhancement.
Some interesting information about how portables
are being used:

to some 36,000 children each
the Starlab dealer for the
East. This
grammes in the Inner
approaches to motivate learnIng.
both at families and, more eSt)ec:mH
young
children
adults ..."" ........."" ... rr
Starlab plane1:arium ....~r",......."'''''''"'

Marie Radbo (Gothenburg Mobile Planetarium, Section of Astronomy, Chalmers University of Technology,
S-41296 Gothenburg, Sweden) writes that she is a
teacher at the University but she also teaches children at
schools with Starlab. She brings the planetarium to the
gym and most of the time instructs children from 6 to 12
old. Marie uses participatory programs all the
and no lesson is like the other. The students can
ask about
want. She doesn't use ~rn.Tth·inobu t the
her lessons as she sees
class
she has no time for slides or

Hands-on
401
78701, USA) expressed an
in
of our new "network" and is anxious to
share.
part of her experience includes having
had terrific success
her Starlab portable planetarium to local shopping
and especially participating
in a Halloween "Trick or Treat at the Man" event! Lots
of costumed children dressed as Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles, ghosts, and
crawled through the
entryway!
John Tate, the mystery planetarian pictured on page
39 of the Dec.'90 issue, (Armagh Planetarium, College
Hill, Armagh, Northern Ireland, United Kingdom BT61
90B) sent some information about a group called InterAction which conducted a workshop in London. John
some useful
from
felt that he was able to pick
Starthem. Inter-Action is both a user and a dealer
lab. Their Theatre in Education company visits schools
and educational establishments across Britain, playing
32

resources in order to
,..-._,nuncu'n ast:rOltlOlmv
cation to their students. The .......r' ....... ·"""""
increase with 30,446 area
rl>1"'''·Ulr1.o

CM1"'DnIl'C

lab this past year. Two instructors conducted 1,353
classes, and by using hands-on scientific methods students discovered how and why we know factual information about celestial objects and space travel. For the
upcoming year, plans are being finalized for the
B.O.C.E.S. Science Center to provide comprehensive
astronomy units to further augment planetarium services. Improved lessons and activities will utilize newly
acquired information and interactive techniques learned
at one of the POPS institutes held in Berkeley, California. By contacting teachers and students from the Syracuse University School of Communications last year we
received help in producing a ten-minute promotional
video for future use. The students received a grade for
their work and we obtained a decent video for our use.
Check with your local university as they might have a
similar program which you can tap into. Write me, Sue
Reynolds, at the address at the top of this column if you
want further information about our program.
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Flexible Lighting Products
American Sales lYl<:LfKleUI
100 Downing Street
Denver, Colorado 80218
Phone: (303) 832-3511

Technology update
Greg Barnes (Systems Specialist, SpaceQuest Planetarium, The Children's Museum, P.O. Box 3000, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206) USA) was kind enough to give
me a bit of his time at the last Great Lakes Planetarium
Association Conference in October. At this conference,
Dan Goins showed us a method of making cove lighting
for portables using flexible tubing and Christmas lights.
While this is a neat way to solve this problem it does
have some limitations. After bending Greg's ear about
some of our concerns he offered some great ideas and
has since sent me some sketches (you can contact me for
copies). Some of his suggestions include:
"Instead of using cove lighting, why not light your
dome from the center? The pedestal/cabinet I've
designed lets you use a few low-wattage (refrigeratortype) bulbs which
the star projector platform.
These bulbs are cheap, easily replaced, fully dimmable
on 110 VAC (no transformer required), and provide lots
of light while staying cool to the touch of mischievous
fingers. It would also be easy to build two or three separate circuits for colored lights."
"In addition to lighting, this pedestal could house
one or two slide projectors locked to shelf supports
inside. The enclosure would be vented with a small
muffin fan; heat generated by the projectors could
escape, but light leaks and fan noise would be effectively dampened. There is also room for storage of
small items like pointers, cables, slide trays, etc. in the
pedestal unit. With careful planning, a compact cassette
player and
could also be designed into the box
narration. Handles and wheels make
for music or
the whole thing portable."
a wealth
ideas which
appropriate for presenting more sophisticated
shows in a portable (an inexpensive dissolve
custom-designed control panel to control everything
away from the dome's center, simple compact special

Celestial Products
425 Fernando Ct.
Glendale, California 91204
Phone: (800) 233-3563
Low-Cost Slide Projector Controls:
RMF Products, Inc.
1275 Paramount l--'~l"lru:r,;:a'u
P.O. Box 520
Batavia, Illinois 60510
Phone: (708) 879-0020
Low-Cost Hand-Held Pointers:
Pointer-30
LOm[)relherlsnre Video
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SPICE Nutmeg AudioNideo Controller
Perhaps you've acquired the finest loudspeakers, the sharpest video projectors, and
superb signals to feed them.
Add a SPICE Nutmeg and you'll have a show.
SPICE Automation with a Nutmeg replaces
that shoe box full of wireless remotes with
two buttons labeled "Forward Cue" and
"Reverse Cue."
Commands are entered on your PC-compatible
computer Later you synchronize the cues to
your soundtrack, or (for live shows) sequence
them manually.

One SPICE Nutmeg takes up to 8 modular
control cards, dedicated to audio switching
and level control, video projector brightness
and contrast, video disc playback, and VCR
control.
Now that revolutionary advances are being
made in astronomical visualization, isn't it
nice to have hardware to match.
To learn more, ask for our free Guide to the
Planetarium Video Revolution.

•

Special Effects
Perhaps you've invested in a complete video
playback system, including a projector and
disc player.
Add our Special Effects Video Discs and you'll
have a show.
Four discs are available, produced with color
saturation and brightness levels specially set to
planetarium projection specifications. Images
are kept within the video frame, and appear
to float in the planetarium sky.
These four video discs contain 2 hours of
images including spacecraft zooms and moves,

3-D stellar models, Supernova 1987AT a
globular cluster, a spiral galaxy, the big
solar system formation, solar interior, stellar
evolution cycles,
planets, seasons,
tides, eclipses.
Now that hardware is available to control
planetarium video, isn't it nice to have software
to match?
To learn more, ask for our free Guide to
Planetarium Video Revolution.

51 Lake Street, Nashua, NH 03060, Tel. (603) 880-8500, FAX (603) 882-6522
500 Chesham House,

J

50 Regent Street, London WI R 5FA, Tel. 071-6290538, FAX 071-7344166

A match made in the Heaven

SPICE Nutmeg AudioNideo Controller
Perhaps you've acquired the finest loudspeakers, the sharpest video projectors, and
superb signals to feed them.
Add a SPICE Nutmeg and you'll have a show.
SPICE Automation with a Nutmeg replaces
that shoe box full of wireless remotes with
two buttons labeled "Forward Cue" and
"Reverse Cue."
Commands are entered on your PC-compatible
computer. Later you synchronize the cues to
your soundtrack, or (for live shows) sequence
them manually.

One SPICE Nutmeg takes up to 8 modular
control cards, dedicated to audio switching
and level control, video projector brightness
and contrast video disc playback, and VCR
control.
Now that revolutionary advances are being
made in astronomical visualization, isn't it
nice to have hardware to match.
To learn more, ask for our free Guide to the
Planetarium Video Revolution.

•

Special Effects Laser Discs
Perhaps you've invested in a complete video
playback system, including a projector and
disc player.
Add our Special Effects Video Discs and you'll
have a show.
Four discs are available, produced with color
saturation and brightness levels specially set to
planetarium projection specifications. Images
are kept within the video frame, and appear
to float in the planetarium sky.
These four video discs contain 2 hours of
images including spacecraft zooms and moves,

3-D stellar models, Supernova 1987A, a
globular cluster, a spiral galaxy, the big bang,
solar system formation, solar interior, stellar
evolution cycles, 3-D planets, seasons, phases,
tides, eclipses.
Now that hardware is available to control
planetarium video, isn't it nice to have software
to match?
To learn more, ask for our free Guide to the
Planetarium Video Revolution.

SI(y-Skan, Inc .
51 Lake Street Nashua, NH 03060, Tel. (603) 880-8500, FAX (603) 882-6522
500 Chesham House, 150 Regent Street London WI R 5FA, Tel. 071-629 0538, FAX 071-734 4166
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Way back in January 1991, an article written
M.
Leon Knott,
director of the Museum of
York County,
South Carolina,
the "Focal Point" section of Sky and Telescope
Mr. Knott views the
as a Star Theater not to
be tainted
stating
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now read the
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show in
yes
no-the
dome under which
down to it, ours is a widely
hard pressed to think of any
di verse
In
other education or entertainment medium whose practitioners wear so many different hats. (Consider, after all,
a typical IPS conference, where quasi-scientific papers
on education techniques are delivered alongside demonstrations on the latest laser light shows.)
At first glance, the many hats worn within the planetarium field seem to hint at a schizophrenic profession.
perhaps
M. Leon Knott's comments in Sky
and Telescope, you
such diversity annoying or
embarrassing. But, consider that literally thousands of
planetariums dot the globe representing a myriad of
technologies and ideologies, with absolutely no international conventions, technical standards or rules. Personally, I find such "dome diversity" exhilarating, not so
much because it fosters resourcefulness and creativity,
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Aratus Globe to the Zeiss Planetarium
ish astronomer E.

a number of sources,
Dan(d. 1947) who wrote:

The writer of these lines does not doubt that all the principal centres of culture will sooner or later possess their planetaria. These instruments are not acquired cheaply-the cost
amounts to several hundred thousand marks. But never
before has a means of viewing the heavens been produced with
an educational value comparable to this, nor one with so magical an effect, nor one that appeals to all and sundry in the
same degree as this. A costly and autocratic instrument, it is
yet more democratic in its results than any other. It is school,
theatre and cinema in one: a school room beneath the dome of
the sky and a play in which the stars and planets are the
actors. Clearly, whoever demonstrates this sensitive instrument must himself possess imagination in addition to a wide
and profound understanding of astronomy. l-Iere perhaps we
shall discover the Achilles heel of the planetarium idea.
The Berlin critic Wolf Durian expressed these views
in 1928:

Astronomy: the planetarium has been built exclusively
for this, but is astronomy to be taught in so dry and schoollike a fashion here, in the palace of the stars? In that case we
might as well sit together in a varnished classroom! The
as tronomy which is to be taught here must embody the very
spirit of the stars. Great scientists and poets must lecture
here: there are astronomers who are also poets. The audience
wish (sic) to be liberated from commonplace, everyday
thoughts. They want to perceive the infinity-the timelessness-of the universe. Spirited, poetic astronomy is the need,
therefore-and figures which enable the spectators to form
immediate and clear conceptions.
After relating these quotes Werner himself writes
on p. 118:

Mankind today lives in an age of pictures-above all, of
moving pictures. Hence the popularity of the cinema. The
planetarium also offers moving pictures, which to some extent
repeat themselves. This fact caused the founder of the German
Museum, Oskar von Miller, to compare the planetarium with
a cinema-but a cinema that could only project a single film.
But as the development of
demonstration technique of the
planetarium has shown, this limitation in his comparison is
invalid. The possible combinations of different demonstrations, particularly with the use of the various auxiliary
instruments and other aids developed in the course of time,
are so manifold that new programmes can always be
arranged. This is particularly true with reference to the possibilities offered by actual occurrences in the skies, or conditions determined by the seasons. Indeed a single planetarium
42

Thomas W. HOCKIng, Educational Loonlmlatc)r
Morehead Planetarium
North
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I don't agree.
Here at the McDonnell Star Theater we 1"U"C'CIP1"1t
variety of different shows for different age
many other facilities, one of those shows is a seasonal

production which is
40 minutes of little but the
"basics" of observational astronomy. Our special effects
and visual wizardry are not considered the "show," but
only tools to facilitate the
of the audience.
But that aside, perhaps Mr. Knott should have
thought a little more about his basic assumptions concerning the role of the plametar:mnn..
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most canned programs are produced or staged
well
meaning teachers of astronomy who know very little
about audio-visual production. Sadly, many of these
planetarium directors deny the one ability that got them
the job: their ability to teach.
Florida's Mike Ryan, Ken Perkins, and Jack Horkheimer are just three examples of planetarians who successfully strive to reach this balance both in live programs and in "canned shows." I don't think one of these
gentlemen would turn down a "gee-whiz" effect. These
marvelous popularizers of astronomy are unafraid to
poke fun at themselves and the subject they represent.
They recognize that successful planetarians are magicians who use "gee-whiz" effects to buy their audience's attention and gain the "willing suspension of disbelief."
Philip Groce, Director of Sciences
The Museum of Arts & Sciences
Macon, Georgia
*****

My primary purpose at the Staerkel Planetarium at
Parkland College is to present planetarium programs to
both school children and the public. This includes writing and performing our Friday night version of a backyard sky show. Flashy effects are not only a desirable,
but a necessary component of a planetarium show.
While I agree with Mr. Knott that appreciation of the
night sky is a primary goal, especially with light pollution shrouding the starry sky, I also feel that planetariums are in competition with many other contemporary
forms of entertainment. Home computers, Nintendo
and VCRs twinkle in the minds of youngsters-not
stars. Before a planetarium is able to "show off" the universe, it must first bring people into the theater.
I do take issue with a few of Mr. Knott's comments.
In my opinion, a proper planetarium presentation
should be an even mix of uflash" (entertainment) and
education. In all of our school programs we include narrated segments on the current sky. I am a firm believer
that the star projector is the most outstanding "special
effect" in the dome and the sky is the highlight of the
program.

:Trasfiy effects are not on(y a cfesirab{e, but a necessary component of
a
We need to provide effects that will supplement the
show. Many of the smaller facilities, including ours, do
not possess the budget to do original programs. The socalled "canned show" is a godsend. Besides, even in a
canned show, most of the production work still needs to
be done by the facility buying the show. We routinely
add and subtract segments from the programs we purThere are
shows and bad shows on the
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It is true that in some cases effects are used to
shows. It is also true that there are
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ence, and a poor "lecture" will tum them off as sure as
mindless flash and trash."
Computerization of the planetarium along with a
taped program, allows the presentation of many shows
without the need for a presenter to talk all day long.
This does not prevent interaction with the audience.
Indeed, a taped show may spontaneously produce a Q
and A session after its presentation, or you may elect to
clarify some point if you feel that it was poorly presented in the "canned" show.
The planetarium must not forget its roots, and
should definitely continue to offer traditional sky
shows. The planetarium is equally bound to evolve with
the changing expectations of its audience.
Do what you can, do it as well as you can, strive to
improve, and you can claim success. Not all audiences
are the same, not all shows are the same, nor should
they be.
Chuck Greenwood, Production Designer
Staerkel Planetarium
Champaign, Illinois
/I

*****
The purpose of planetariums has not changed, nor
is it hidden. We have, however, added the job of
"inspiring" our patrons as well as teaching them. Showing them views of other worlds as if they were there,
and recreating distant astronomical phenomena is all
part of the process of inspiring them in a way that the
star projector alone cannot. We use the night sky as a
vehicle to draw the audience into detailed explanations
of what the naked eye cannot see.
Planetariums were introduced before the space-age
began, before we began to see ourselves as explorers of
the cosmos. It is quite natural to extend the old static
type show that puts the audience into the role of
observer, into a more dynamic presentation that
along the audience as participants in the most eX4cltlng
discoveries of this age.
The suggestion was made that nothing practical is
learned in an exciting show. Which is more practical,
really? Ancient myths or satellite weather photographs?
A catalog of names or Hubble's fantastic images? A red
dot on the dome or high resolution Viking photographs? Again, we choose inspiration over dusty recitation.
The controversy about live versus recorded shows
is not easily resolved, and many fine presentations have
been produced using either method. We have found
that it is difficult to find an astronomer or science writer
who can narrate the 10 or more shows we offer each
day and still maintain the quality we insist upon. Not
surprisingly, most writers would rather write than read
aloud.
Many of our school shows have a live section
within them to present the current night sky and this is
well received. We also have public observing sessions
and astronomy classes, and these don't suffer from lack
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strong, hundreds of billions of galaxies have been found
(and we even have a basic idea of what they are), and
on and on and on. Somehow restricting a planetarium's
presentations to sky geography seems like shortchanging the audience.
In the past few years our facility has presented programs dealing with topics such as the Voyager discoveries, life beyond earth, relativity, archaeoastronomy and
galaxies. I believe these are indeed inspiring topics that
broaden any thoughtful person's horizons. They are
topics that can genuinely challenge the intellect (not to
mention the intellect of the planetarian who would
attempt them with little more than a star machine and a
pointer). If we are going to present modem astronomy,
we have little choice but to use some "high-tech" techniques.
Can we still inspire others to appreciate the night
sky? Of course. How many planetariums really restrict
themselves to impersonal automated programs? How
often have you been to a dome at which there was no
one who could talk to an interested visitor? By far the
majority mix canned and live programs as well as sky
geography shows with those about modern discoveries.
Workshops, special classes, star parties and more are all
available at many facilities in addition to regular public
and school programs. Even if I believed that the increasingly complex canned program was soulless enough to
threaten the basic mission of the planetarium, the wide
variety of other programming being provided would
balance the problem enough to ensure that planetariums would continue to inspire more than simple appreciation of the night sky's splendor.
David E. Hostetter, Curator
Lafayette Natural History Museum Planetarium
Lafayette, Louisiana

*****
I agree with much that is in Mr. Knott's article. I
believe that we definitely should continue to present
programs that identify what is visible in the vanishing
sky. There always will be great value in this. I also
believe that audience interaction is increasingly important.
I do not, however, agree that "high-tech" planetarium programs are "mindless spectacles" or that all they
accomplish is impressing people "with the planetarium's marvelous capability to blow them away." Nor
do I agree that such programs "lead visitors on a
guided tour of the planetarium's capabilities," or that
"all this razzle-dazzle is an attempt to mask an otherwise inadequate program."
There is an underlying tone to Mr. Knott's article
that I think is unfortunate. It assumes that planetariums
using high quality audiovisual programs are doing so
to show off rather than to present information of value
to those who attend, and that this results in cost that is
neither necessary nor desirable.
I have followed, and participated in, dialogue on
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If we ever are "mindless" in pn~sentilti()I
the use of
.
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programs that are ....."' . "F-,.,
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abilities rather
matter, we deserve the criticism found in Mr.
article. It is my own
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available for creative, yet
and
ence education.
Von Del Chamberlain, Director
Hansen Planetari um
Salt Lake City, Utah
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"How do you offer high-tech drama while being
inspirational about the night sky?" Simple. We do
both-we have an effects-filled feature about a focused
subject, and we have a simpler "night sky" presentation, offered separately. Each type of show has its own
following. In each case, a live lecturer does most, if not
all, of the talking. The more elaborate feature show usually has room for a constellation talk or is designed to
make use of the sky as more than just background.
"Have we forgotten our mission?" Of course not!
It's just that the mission has evolved beyond just pointing out the shapes of the constellations and pontificating in the dark. It is still, to be sure, to help people
appreciate the night sky, but it's also to help them discover more about astronomy, as well, and that includes
utilizing modem technology to present a more complete
and better-informed picture of the universe than was
possible, say 50 years ago. Whether that means video,
audio, computer graphics, whatever, you can't teach
without the proper materials. Sure, you have to be careful that the medium doesn't become the message, but
people by and large expect more depth and sophistication than they did 50 years ago.
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When you look at the fine layer of dust covering a
tabletop, what do you see? Many choose to see nothing
more than dust. They run a finger through it and draw
a picture in it, but that's all they care to do. But take a
moment to look at that layer of dust through a microscope and examine the elegant grains of pollen, the
gnarled strands of lint, the flakes of human skin and the
incredibly miniscule insect parts: eggs, legs, eyes, anten-

ium users.
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By the time you read this, the IPS Council should
have met in Atlanta. I'll report in the next issue about
our deliberations. The Council Meeting will take place
just after the SEPA meeting, which I'm very much looking forward to. I expect that many of the Council members will be able to attend both meetings, and we'll be
receiving reports from all the regions, committees, and
task forces, as well as dealing with budget, bids for
upcoming meetings, and all the usual business of the
organization.
Congratulations are due to Dr. Mary Kay Hemenway, longtime friend of planetaria from the University
of Texas at Austin, who just became the Education Officer of the American Astronomical Society.
and I
will be investigating ways that AAS and IPS can work
together to further the cause of Astronomy education in
the U.s. I saw her at the Houston convention of the
National Science Teachers Association, where we
attending the same sessions, not surprisingly. At
meeting, the NESTA (National Earth Science Teachers
Association) Astronomy Share-A-Thon was very well
attended, with over 250 teachers collecting Astronomy
ideas in a one-hour time period. IPS members Gary
Sampson (Wauwatosa, Wisconsin), Bob Riddle (Kansas
City, Missouri), and I were among the presenters. The

Mallon

IPS President-Elect

Well, the mystery is now over. In the last issue of
the journal, various writers referred to the fact that as of
press time, the results of the recent election were not yet
in, and therefore they did not know who was to be the
Planetarium
next President-Elect of the
Society. It is my honor to report that those results are
now in, and the membership has voted me, (Jerry Mallon) your new President-Elect. It is with humility and
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School Bus Lost the Solar d '''c"Hr." ..
Scholastic
ISBN 0-590-41428-3
Reviewed
llLc"'''~UiiC.

Russell Planetar-

TX

We

ious character named
"I knew that. I

O!(:.P'"IlP:

From The Magic School Bus Lost the Solar

Illustration by Bruce Degan.

"'~"~Ta,"'"

into space. One character exclaims, "Not another crazy
· I"
t np.
This is the fourth book in a series about The Magic
School Bus. Previous adventures are: At the Waterworks,
Inside the Earth, and Inside the Human Body.
I found The Magic School Bus Lost the Solar System to
be a delightful blend of imagination, humor, and science. Every elementary school library should have a
copy. My only complaint is that there were no books on
astronomy as good as this when I was a kid!
I

Science and Earth History: The Evolution/
Creation Controversy, by Arthur N. Strahler,
Prometheus Books, 1987, $39.95.
Reviewed by
ium, Mesquite, TX

Rusk, Russell Planetar-

In his preface, Arthur Strahler, a geology professor,
calls this a livery strange book." Indeed, it is strange,
partly because a decade or two ago it would have been
impossible to imagine a distinguished scientist writing
a book dealing with "scientific" creationism. But, in fact,
Science and Earth History: The Evolution/Creation Controversy, is really many books. It is:
ill
An up-to-date review of astronomy, geology, and
biology
II
An in-depth answer to the philosophical question,
"What is science?"
It
A history of the interaction between religion and
science
A detailed examination of pseudoscience in general
It
A detailed response to major writings by the creation IIscientists"
An
of creationism as a sociological
phenomenon
This book is not
double-columned
and there are many excellent
bibliography
black and white illustrations, charts, and graphs.
We planetarians certainly have no special protection from the pressures that creationists can bring to
bear.
time a program mentions the Big Bang or
the age
the
there's a risk. By the
if
you've never encountered a creation "scientist", you
have no idea how superficially logical their arguments
can sound. If you ever find yourself in a situation where
you
"I know they're wrong, but my college
courses never mentioned this," then you need Dr. Strahler's book. It is simply the most exhaustive collection
published of rebuttals to creationist arguments.
if
never
with
I
still
this
deserves a place on your shelf. It is
rare to see astronomy, geology, biology, and the
ophy of science all tied together so logically and
Science has become so specialized that it takes
like this to make us realize that science is one whole
doth. Any damage to a single thread can unravel the
entire fabric (which is precisely what creationists want

to do).
Professor
nity an enormous favor
information in one book. It
each
should have on his or
shelf.

The New
Cambridge
pages.
Reviewed
College-Hopkins

The New Physics is a cornp.~n(llUlm
a wide range of
astronomers and plane1tafl

ries as now exists
of non-mathematical treatment are followed
of boxed mathematical discussions.
contribution is a"''''·.... ' ' ·... ''''''

tensor
of
quantum gravity. Still,

0"01'"1.0'''''' I

volume, there is much for planetarians to glean.
Clifford Will's chapter on "the renaissance of
general relativity" is another non-mathematical chapter
that has a lot of astronomical content. Classical astronomical tests, neutron stars, black holes, and cosmology
are among the topics considered.
The middle of this heavy volume deals with such
topics as condensed matter physics, low-temperature
physics, quantum optics, and chaos. The last 6 chapters
deal with matters of quantum mechanics and particle
physics, topics that are often of interest to those looking
into the new cosmologies. They include Frank Close's
chapter on "The quark structure of matter," and Abdus
Salam's closing chapter giving an Hoverview of particle
physics," which are particularly valuable to readers not
interested in non-mathematical treatments.
The New Physics is a valuable potpourri into which
one can dip to different levels. It has been wellprod uced by the publisher and is a pleasant book to
peruse. The index provides easy access to the various
topics included. The New Physics is not a book to read
consecutively, but does provide a valuable contemporary reference to the current state of astrophysics and of
many other topics.
Jay M. Pasachoff, Director of the Hopkins Observatory at Williams College, is the author of Astronomy:
From the Earth to the Universe (4th edition, 1991) and of A
Field Guide to the Stars and Planets (updated 10th printing, 1990).
Editor's Note. I have the new Astronomy: From the
Earth to the Universe if anyone wishes to review it!

Touring the Universe Through Binoculars: A
Complete Astronomers Guide Book, by Philip
S. Harrington, John Wiley and Sons, 1990,
294 pages.
Reviewed by Jeffrey L. Hunt, Waubonsie Valley High
School Planetarium, Aurora, Illinois
Frequently, we see titles of books that promise a
new era of enlightenment for amateur astronomers.
Touring the Universe Through Binoculars is one of those. I
was hoping for a book to tantalize the beginner, to make
him want to go outside on the next clear evening and
want to observe. Instead, the book tries to retread many
of the same old topics. Actually, the book is mis-titled,
as most of the objects the author describes are beyond
the beginner's binoculars, or hidden by the light pollution of most cities and towns. Furthermore, why do
authors continue to tease readers by offering photographs taken by large aperture telescopes, instead of
sketches and photos made with 60mm 'scopes?
The author makes a feeble 11/2 page statement
about the virtues of binoculars, burying important
details of binocular operation in an appendix. He offers
the reader little motivation to want to observe or con-
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should the be~~imt1er ext)en,en!:::e
tinue with the
some frustration.
There is some discussion of exit
dix, but
about eye rerler--esPt~ClcUl
for a long eye
for
Mr. Harrington suggests
these binoculars have the shortest
When I use 30 x 80s I feel as tnolU Q"n
touching the eyepieces.
The author makes a good
moon, but suggests binoculars
2.5mm or less. Why should I
to observe the moon? He
objective stops to reduce the moon's
gestion is offered. He offers a list of 'nfoV'.c,,;:+inn
to see on the moon
the course of a
phases, but there is little
about the
observe occultations. Mr.
[occultations] and where to write
further ....... f-,nV'rn"'_
tion, but there is nothing offered about how a De~~mler
can become involved in this
work.
The tour then takes us to
After
the
history of discovery for each
describes what limited
Venus, Galilean satellites,
binoculars on the planets,
this discussion?
Have you ever tried to chase a meteor with
lars? While the author does not say that this is -~,~~.,;.-.the section about meteors
it; nH,\,o..·uY"':!,o
put it into a book about
use?
I have a big problem with authors who use
nology without
it. In this case, it is Mr,
rington's use of
without ,.,.,...."' ..... ,.,.".,
introduction. This shows that
author has not
target audience. The book
to be for "' __ J..,AJl..A''-A
but they are left to
author is

sun is short but nice.
to view the
ex<:eo1tlon with his statement
..... "'''...,r·lac are emitted

will ever see them. I'll
won't use it
much. I
give it to a beginner, because I don't want
to confuse him. It will be like the literature distributed
by the door-to-door religious groups--I take it and hide
it so that no unsuspecting soul will be influenced
it!
Instead of Touring The Universe, I'll stick with my Burnham's Celestial Handbook, Observing the Moon with Binoculars and Small Telescopes (Cherrington), and the updated Field Guide to Stars and Planets.
nfH>1 n - n " ,... '"

Merlin's Tour of the Universe, by Neil de
Grasse Tyson, Columbia University Press,
1989,300 pages. ISBN 0-231-6924-3
Reviewed by Kris McCall, Sudekum Planetarium, Nashville, Tennessee
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If you spend time answering public inquiries (and

even if you don't) you will find this little book both useful and enjoyable. It consists of questions that were sent
to the McDonald Observatory of the University of Texas
at Austin, where Merlin answers them in the column he

Dear Merlin,
What are the sunspots domg these days? Ever smce I read
an arUcle about the effects of sunspots on stach market prices I
keep looking for data but seldom find it. Where are we in the
current cycle?
A. E. Brown
Miami, Florida

People always try to associate earthly human events with
cosmic happenings. Maybe it is because people don't want to be
accountable so they pass the blame to the universe.
In the year 1987, the Sun was at "sunspot minimum." For
the five or six years that follow, the Sun approaches "sunspot
maximum" thus completing half of its eleven-year cycle.

Poor
has no moon,
And Venus
not, it's true.
Yet
of course, has one, while
Planet
take note, has two.
by
Has its sixteen moons thrallBut Saturn sets the record
With
and small.
Uranus has
a fewWith fifteen moons, to be
Pluto's one, and /"\.I.c,""'}·" .... o.'
the count to ...' ...,...7_'.""'·....

But Saturn sets the record
With
and small.
Uranus carries its own
With fifteen moons for fun.
Add one for
and /"\.Io.,.... h ' .... a'
l:ATtJ'lo-t'lt

Illustration from Merlin's Tour of the Universe

Everyone wants to know
Merlin answers this
18,000,000° F for the .........", ... ,r" ...
and 4,000,000° F for the corona.
that I have seen other values in

uncertain as to the accuracy of these numbers.
"Is there a chance that another star will one day collide with the sun?" According to Merlin: uIf there were
just forty-eight bumble bees randomly buzzing
throughout the United States, then it is more likely that
two of them will accidentally bump into each other than
it is for another star to collide with the sun." I plan to
use that the next time someone asks me the same question.
There are also more difficult questions and answers
on topics ranging from Einstein's theory of relativity
and the "twin paradox" to the naming of asteroids and
an explanation of the Julian Period.
In addition to the glossary and bibliography, there
are thirteen chapters with titles such as: "Moon, from
werewolves to blue moons," "Sun, always a hot topic,"
"Gravity, weighty questions from all over," and "Black
Holes, Quasars, and the Universe, two out of three are
to be avoided." The illustrations are plentiful and
humorous, making this a well-rounded book for anyone
remotely interested in astronomy. It doesn't attempt to
be a complete tutorial. Merlin merely seeks to answer
those cosmic questions asked by the curious about our
vast, beautiful, and mysterious universe.

I found the book
information to benefit
member. People who know a
may find it a little too ,....;,....'"' ..... l.;~.;r.,;j
addition to a school

Atlas of Uranus, by Gary Hunt and Patrick
Moore, Cambridge University Press, 1989.
ISBN-0-521-34323-2
Reviewed by Rod Thompson, Mentor High
School Planetarium, Mentor, Ohio
The book is 96 pages long, hard bound, and oversized. It has a table of contents, index, and many photos
and drawings. The book is organized in a typical manner, starting with a historical look at the discovery of
the planet, and leading up to the Voyager encounter.
This material is written in an easy-to-read-and-tounderstand manner, and provides good historical background. There are many drawings that show Herschel's
work and the work of others. The authors did some
excellent reference searches and visited Herschel's
home to gather information.
The rest of the book is spent detailing the findings
of Voyager II's encounter with Uranus. Details are
given for Uranus' atmosphere, magnetosphere, and seasonal changes. There are numerous photographs and
drawings to help the reader better understand the information. Details and information are given on each of
the satellites using photographs and drawings to reinforce the text, and it includes the names of many of the
features that have been named on each of the moons.
There is enough scientific data to make the book useful
in the planetarium, but not too much to discourage people with an interest in astronomy from reading it.
The authors end the book with a discussion of what
lies beyond Uranus. Since it was written before the Neptune encounter, it deals with the historical background
which lead to the discoveries of Neptune and Pluto.
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OPENING THE DOME
conducted by Jon U. Bell
Astronomy Director
Virginia LivIng Museum
Newport News, Virginia 23601
"Opening the Dome" addresses strategies and logistics for conducting active, aggressive real skyobservation programs as adjuncts to planetarium shows.
Sheldon Schafer was first to respond to my request
for information about observing programs conducted
by planetarians. In the following article he tells us about
telescope loan programs at his facility.

A Telescope Loan Program
Sheldon Schafer Planetarium Director
Lakeview Museum/Arts & Science
1125 W. Lake Avenue
Peoria, Illinois 61614
One aspect of astronomy teaching often overlooked
in schools today is an actual supervised hands-on (or
eyes-on) encounter with an astronomical telescope
under the night sky. Three reasons for this omission are:
1) Lack of equipment in the school; 2) Lack of teachers
trained to use telescopes; and 3) Inexperience in finding
objects in the night sky.
In order to address these problems, in 1989 we initiated a telescope loan program. The goal of this program was to provide area teachers with the necessary
training and equipnlent to conduct star parties at their
schools. To accomplish this, the planetarium purchased
three telescopes, conducted a workshop in which the
teachers received the necessary training, and we are
currently administering a loan program for the telescopes.
After consulting with members of the Peoria Astronomical Society and a regional retailer of astronomical
instruments, the Odyssey 10 was chosen. The choice
was based on ease of use, price, durability and maximization of aperture. Since these telescopes come without
sights, Telrad sights were added because of their simplicity of use. Three telescopes were purchased with the
intention of each being loaned to a school for one
month. In the first year, 18 schools were involved.
The first workshop was held on four consecutive
Wednesday evenings in September 1989 from 6:30-10:00
p.m. There were five components to the workshop:
1) Locating constellations, planets and deep sky
objects;
2) Using computer almanacs;
3) Principles of telescope operation;
4) A guide to conducting school star parties; and
5) Practical use of the telescope.
The Planetarian, Vol. 20, No.2, June 1991

The first four elements were conducted in the
tarium before sunset, and the telescope practicum was
held outside on the museum grounds, "vith a star
as the final session held at the observatory of the Peoria
Astronomical Society.
The use of a Telrad sight, in conjunction with training
in the planetarium, is the key to enabling totally
rienced teachers to use a telescope effectively after
short training period. With the Telrad, if one can locate
the object's position in the sky visually, it can be
with the telescope, since the Telrad actually projects the
finder ''bull's-eye'' into the sky.
We found that the planetarium was an effective environment in which to teach the location of "invisible"
deep sky objects, and that the transfer to the real
was easy with a small amount of practice. Members
the Peoria Astronomical Society volunteered to assist in
the telescope practicum so that we could provide individ ualized instruction in smaller groups.
We prepared a list of liS tar Party Favorites," based on
monthly charts and lists from "Exploring the
Tonight" by George Reed. The items on these
lists are perfect for teaching the motivated beginner. We
also provided participants with a UStar Party Observation Record Sheet" and a list of "tips for holding star
parties."
In addition to teaching the use of computers in
paring classes for star parties, a computer disc of
public domain astronomy programs was compiled and
a copy of this computer disc was given to each
pant.
The telescope loan program is administered by lakeview Museum's Educational Resource Center personnel, the Associate Curator for Educational
and the educational Resource Center Dispatcher. Each
telescope resides at a school 5-6 weeks, October-May. A
lottery is used to determine the allocation of months.
Each participating teacher is expected to conduct one
or more evening star parties at his or her school
the time they have the telescope. During the
telescope is used for instruction in the use of a teleS(~or>e
and sunspot and lunar observations. The star ..... "'·.. h£~c
have the added benefit of involving the parents, since
they are invited to attend as wen.
Funding for this project was provided by the V.M. Slipher Committee of the National Academy of ~len(:es,
which provides funds for the improvement of
ed ucation in astronomy; the Peoria Area Arts
ences Council Science Granting Program; and the Peoria
Academy of Sciences. All totaled, $2,000 in grants and
donations was received, $1,400 of which was used for
the telescopes, sights, Barlow lenses, and shipping.
Having students and their families involved in an
active observation program at 18 schools should have a
significant effect on astronomy education in central Illinois. In addition, the publicity surrounding "Star
89" may have even a greater impact, as central Illinois
''looks-up.''
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TELESCOPE WORKSHOP AGENDA
September 6
Sunset 7:22 p.m. Twilight ends 8:06 p.m.
Moon sets 9:30 p.m. Phase 1st Q
Saturn and Uranus in Scorpius to SSW
Venus in W after sunset
6:30-6:45 Welcome and Orientation, Pass out
materials
6:45-8:00 Telescope Operation, sighting on terrestrial objects
8:00-8:30 Sighting on the Moon
8:30-9:00 Using Star Maps
9:00-10:00 Constellations of the Current Sky
Planetarium and Outside
Septem ber 13
Sunset 7:10 p.m. Twilight ends 7:54 p.m.
Moon sets 4:13 a.m. Phase Full
6:30-7:00 Sunspot viewing
7:00-8:00 Constellations & Deep Sky Objects
through the year - Planetarium
8:00-8:30 Observing & Recording Lunar Features - Outside
8:30-10:00 Telescope Practice and Constellation
Identification - Outside

TIPS FOR STAR PARTIES
*

*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*

*

September 20
Sunset 6:59 p.m. Twilight ends 7:42 p.m.
Moon not visible
6:30-7:30 Computer Almanacs
7:30-8:00 Constellations & Deep Sky Objects Planetarium 8:00-10:30 Telescope Practice and Constellation Identification Outside

*

*

September 27
Sunset 6:47 p.m. Twilight ends 7:30 p.m.
Moon not visible
6:30-10:00 Meet at Northmoor or Jubilee Park
Observatory (site to be determined)
Hints for conducting Star Parties Telescope practice and constellation identification
If any night is cloudy, extra time will be spent in
the planetarium, and the planetarium time will be
cut from the next session.
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*
*

*

Arrange to have the school opened.
Set up chairs outside if the weather is
warm enough for sitting. Space chairs so
that directions can be changed
Use a large multiple-cell flashlight
tube for a pointer.
Give students a clipboard, pencil
Observation Record Sheet.
if
Set a rain/ cloud date and number to
cancelled. (A phone-tree may be more
practical.)
(Optional) Have a movie reserved in case
of changing conditions.
Have refreshments (popcorn and soda or
hot chocolate) for afterwards.
Remind students to bring a flashlight with
a red gel taped over the lens.
Arrange to have school yard lights turned
off if possible.
Position the telescope so that street lights,
etc. are blocked out, yet where clear
of the sky are available.
Pick an observing site and visit it at
well in advance of the party date to note
the conditions.
Do not schedule during full moon-its
brightness will wash out the constellations.
The moon is best observed from a few
after new moon until a few days after first
quarter. Often, it can also be observed during the day.
Suggest mosquito repellant if appropriate.
Advise students and parents to dress extrawarmly for whatever the weather conditions. After an extended period outdoors at
night, it always feels colder than anyone
may have anticipated.
Set the telescope outside at least 30 minutes
before you are ready to use it so that the
mirror can adjust to the outside temperature.
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Sunspots (if starting before sunset, or may be done

Lunar

the afternoon before)

you iden tified from
direction in the sky.
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Constellations

Asterisms .,....
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Planets Visible
Naked

Telescope
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Greetings, brethren. From the Script Section you will be
my humble
to the creative
all embrace-the development of inspired planetarium texts. The column will continue the tradition of
hopefully,
fresh material to the hOt""'1"\'n'...,' ....
editors to bring new ideas to the bards and scribes of the dome
and veteran planetarium writer alike.
Planetarium shows today show such diversity in content and form that to address the needs of
community in this column is a daunting task, so contributions from you, the pr()te~;Sl()naJ,
needed. The space available in this column does not allow the publication
tion of the Eugenides contest winners, but I will gladly review scripts and include
the column. The topics themselves, excerpts and opinions are all welcome contributions to this
your ideas to me.
The following reprint of an article by free-lance writer, John OaJlGOIllI,
for any purpose and audience. To the extent that planetarium
ium audience, it offers valuable insights. Author John Baldoni is a
based freelance
who
ten numerous film, multi-image and video scripts for a variety of business and educational clients. He also
magazine articles, feature screenplays and an occasional short story. He is a
of
the London International Film School. His article is reprinted from Audio Visual Directions ffialga:Zlne.
For an overview of the creative process applied to planetarium
want to review the
"Scriptwriting Workshop" in The Planetarian Volume
#2.
In the next issue, I will address a subject that falls under this article's
Into .-r""'rl"1U
by examining some of the devices that planetarians can use to
the concepts

VI I
into

An vervie\N f
cript\Nritin
John Baldoni
Audio Visual Directions
25550 Hawthorne Blvd., #314
Torrance, California 90505
Imagine yourself stranded in a strange city. Your
task is to arrive at a specified location at a precise time.
Along the way, you must stop at a number of checkpoints. Compounding your problem is the fact that you
have no map. Oh, and lest we forget, you're blindfolded. This scenario illustrates the situation every producer faces when the presentation lacks a script. The
producer is the stranger in an unfamiliar location
to get someplace without the help of sight or rh1"oroi'l.nn
The solution, as every producer knows, is to commission a script. If the producer isn't talented in that area,
he or she will call in a scriptwriter: a professional who
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Word vs. the Written Word

A
is not C;:ln1lnl'u
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visual tramIng,
words that can
come alive when "' . . . t-"I/"'.""
written word is meant to
read. Because it sits
back to a
a page, the
further excllTIJination.
vidually if need
a client's .... .-",...""I.. co'"
read:
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Spanning an area of three acres, our new '1IUl11'OHll1/'~O
the space to serve the storage needs of all of our

Temperature controlled, the warehouse meets the
standards for the safekeeping of all
items. The
warehouse keeps produce fresh for the market ...

nfY71" .... ,V1YV1,OMf

~".<:,,....; c,,-, and to the
The
is
let's say you
to describe the warehouse
presentation. Much of that
told
The narration track
this:
Space
... Three acres
Temperature controlled to meet government standards, the warehouse keeps
your produce fresh and flavorful.

At first glance, this copy might seem disjointed and
somehow incomplete. But read aloud, the copy conjures
up images of a large space which meets
and market standards. The spoken and
,1-1-,.., ....
should be precise, coherent and full of vivid images.
Writing for the ear, however, must be crystal clear
of referring
beca use the listener doesn't have the
back to the text. Therefore, the writer must refine the
copy so that it can be readily understood the first time
it's heard.
YAy ...

Research: Where It All Begins

Before any writing can be done, you must know
your subject. How do you find out? Research.
First, find out all you can about the topic. Having
too much information never hurts. For example, talk to
everyone responsible for the product, the service, or
whatever it is that will be promoted in the sales presentation. Personal interviews are often quite helpful to a
writer because something a client says might trigger a
creative response that could be incorporated into the
show. The purpose of the show is vital. Determine
whether the
is for motivation, sales and mardocumentation. Very often, the
sales promotion mixed with
n ....... ""I.,..,."r><:> VAH._AlU;.lL~nJ'"' for example.
of
next step is to discover the
your audience. Are they inhouse
show intended for
customers? If so, how
your AV show is
a wareness level of your
can write
show in the
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understand. For ..... c' .. ..,.",.,,,
the features of a new
an audience of business executives,
give a brief
of how a miCTfllnn[)Cf'SS()f
ates. On the
marily of compu ter
would be redundant
them. And that's fatal.
During this research phase, discuss the length of the
show. Eight to ten minutes is an ideal length for a typical multi-image or video show, especially for sales promotion or motivational programs. Anything longer
tends to drag and diminish the audience's attention
level. Very often a client will say, "You can't possibly

describe all that my
hour." As a ~_.",rI,,,,",.r....
is to warn a
audience.
LonCI~pt
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lock their attention.
good way of doing
music. This te(~hnlqlle
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receptive mood, a state of being conducive to the
absorption of new ideas. After a given time, 15 to 30 seconds, the narration should begin. The copy must be
lively, catching and precise. Use active verbs as much as
possible because they are more direct. Narration should
not be passive; it must stimulate. Colorful words and
phrases. too, contribute to the flavor of the script. They
conjure up word pictures which should complement the
actual visuals on the screen. Try to avoid writing to the
picture. In other words, don't write caption-like descriptions of what's on the screen. Trust your audience to
understand. They will if you let them breathe; that is,
assimilate certain information themselves.
Spoon-feed the facts throughout the entire script. To
paraphrase a statement by Billy Wilder, the noted film
director: if you have a message, coat it in chocolate. Of
course, he was speaking of drama, but the principle
holds for AV presentations. Don't assault your audience
with fact after fact. Let them catch their breath.
Use your vocabulary to paint colorful pictures. If
you do, the audience will readily absorb your message.
The concept is the starting point for the script, but keep
it alive throughout the whole script. Weave it in and out
of the narration. It serves to focus the audience's attention on what you're trying to say.

13e se[ective. Choose on[y those
facts essential to tlie te[ung of tlie
script. Yln Yl'1l presentation shouftf
[eave tlie viewer liungry for more
information.
Finally, remind your client that every fact and figure about a product and the company behind it does
not belong in one AV presentation. Be selective. Choose
only those facts essential to the telling of the script. An
AV presentation should leave the viewer hungry for
more information. (An exception might be in a training
show.) If you put too much information into a script,
the audience cannot absorb it and will cease to pay
attention. Upon occasion, the clients will supply a producer with a script written by someone in the company.
The script might be factually correct, but it is often
deadly to the ear. The prose is often awkwardly
phrased and not in tune with the dynamics of AV.
When such a script is proffered, press for a rewrite. The
client will be better served by a properly executed script
because crafted scripts communicate more effectively.
And you as the producer will benefit because you will
have a script that is easier to visualize.
Translating Theory into Practice
Many of the points made so far might seem a little
abstract. However, when viewed within the context of a
script, the following rules are crucial. Be as concise and
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direct as possible- this is very important. A void
plex sentences. For instance:

Long a prosperous company, XYZ, Inc. has established
its reputation as a company whose board of directors is on the
lookout for new ventures, such as XYZ's recent investment
in a fleet of vans for its high technology equipment.
That's certainly an eyeful. Imagine what it would
sound like to the ear. Here's an example of
that's more to the point.

Dynamic enough to dare. Bold enough to pioneer. Prosperous enough to establish new horizons ... XYZ, Inc. revolutionized the world of high technology by putting it on
wheels and bringing it to the people.
Read aloud, the words have life and
up
images that are easy to grasp. They also complement
the screen, adding a dimension not immediately
ent on the page. The words and images
become synthesized as a whole-no longer distinct but
cohesive, as one unit.

J2ls a writer work.§ on a SCriPtl

or slie shouft£ oe a6 [e to liear
wordS as tliey appear on the page.
As a writer works on a script, he or she should be
able to hear the words as they appear on the page. The
voice of the narrator or the characters should echo in
the writer's mind. This facility enables the writer to execute a variety of different styles. Let's explore the alternatives.
Voice of God-Tried and true, this style is
one
most favored by clients. It calls for a single narrator to
deliver the copy in a basso profundo.

Nature welcomes ... The verdant forests are the
of
all creatures, great and small ... It is also where man can
explore . ..
Such copy need not be read in a patriarchal tone. A
woman's voice could add a dimension to this
that
would imbue it with a flavor that is interesting
different.
One Narrator with Character Voices- This
can be fun. It permits the writer to combine ~""""'AU"VAU,U"'.;:J
with a strong, single narrator who tells the 't"'AIOll'·f-ln.o .... ~
facts.

NARRATOR: Our employee benefits are second to none.
FEMALE VOICE: When my first child was born, I was
able to take a paid leave of absence. That helped me to prepare
for the arrival of my baby. I'm really grateful.
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The second voice adds the air of authenticity to the
script. Such testimonials can either be scripted from
existing data or based upon research and interviews.
The use of the testimonial is but one use of the supplemental voice. You could also use three and four voices
to tell the actual narration or to create a drama. The permutations are endless.
good change of pace for any script is
the injection of humor. Humor, like music, serves to put
the audience at ease and into a state of reception.

CHU CK: My stereo equipment is very delicate. You
can't touch a thing on it.
USA: Then how can you play your records?
CHUCK: First I turn off the lights, then I sneak up
behind the turntable, barefoot so as not to dislodge the tone
arm.
USA: Why turn off the lights?
CHUCK: My turntable is light sensitive. Any amount of
light could trigger an explosion.
USA: (Demonstrating) I can turn on all the lights with
my QRS sound system.
Whimsical and light, this kind of copy amuses the
audience and also makes the necessary selling points.
Styles of scripts vary, but there is one fundamental purpose-to convey the message. Good writers never stop
striving to communicate effectively; it's the lifeblood of
their profession.
Writer/Client Interaction
Once the script has been drafted, the next obvious
step is to submit the script. Rather than send the script,
read it aloud to the client. At this stage the writer is usually the best person to do this task. He or she knows
where to place the pauses and the inflections which is
important. They contribute toward making the script
come alive to the ear. Very often, a client will pick up an
AV script and see a pattern of one word sentences and
phrases. Immediately, the client will think he's wasted
his money by hiring an illiterate. But when a writer
reads the script aloud, the client relies upon his hearing
not his sight.
After the script has been verbally reviewed, get the
client into the act. Revisions must be made. The client
sometimes pencils the changes onto the script, or else
dictates them directly to the writer. But in either case,
the writer is obligated to rephrase the revisions into
prose which flows with the rest of the script. Upon occasion, the client will insist upon language which is not
conducive to the AV medium. At this point, the writer
must defer to the producer. If the script is well-written,
a competent narrator can handle any awkward phrase
and make it work. The producer can also add exciting
visuals to any "slow" passage.
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This first year of the last decade of this century
brings many challenges to each of us around the world,
both in our personal lives and collectively as planetarians.
is the first year of the decade, not
1990. So call me a calendar purist! You remp.mber the
routine: there was no year zero; right up to midnight of
the year 10 A.D. would have been the first decade. The
year 11 A.D. would have been the first year of the second decade, and so on.
A new openness in international relations with the
Communist Bloc countries gives a shadowy portent of a
century global community. Education, the
advancement of science and technology, the welfare of
the citizens of earth, and the importance of environmental conservation, possibly top world-wide challenges of
this decade.
The last two U.S. presidents (at least the last two)
have acknowledged that American education is whirldown the old w.c., and the U.S. is falling alarmingly
behind its
neighbors in science and technology.
more
on education isn't the
But
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assured by the American
cians.
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Despite
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To Worlds Beyond is an educationally rich, highly entertaining planetarium show that takes
viewers on a thought-provoking exploration of other worlds - to those we know and to those we
can only imagine. This is not just another solar system show.
Call (619) 238-1233, ext. 235 for a brochure
and an audio cassette.
Sponsored by the American Honda Foundation.

THEATER AND SCIENCE CENTER

Steven Mitch

Again, thanks to all of you who contributed to this
issue of Regional Roundup. I enjoy hearing from each of
you and look forward to finding out about current
events from your particular region. However, this past
quarter, it was extremely difficult for me to get this
information to John in time for publication because I
received news from only two of the regional affiliates
by the April 15th deadline posted in the last issue of The
Planetarian. Please, send me your information prior to
the listed deadline so that I can guarantee entry into the
current issue. Any information received after the deadline will be held for publication in next quarter's issue.
Remember, any news of your region is welcome!
Please send your material to me at the above address,
fax or CompuServe.
The final deadline for submissions into the next
issue of Regional Roundup is Monday July 15, 1991.
Please mark your calendars accordingly.
ASSOCIATION OF FRENCH-SPEAKING PLANET ARIUMS (APLF)
No report. Agnes Acker, representative.
ASSOCIATION OF MEXICAN PLANETARIUMS

AMPAC's last meeting was held January 23-26 at
the Puebla Planetarium in Puebla, Puebla. The members
approved that the next AMP AC meeting site will be at
the Anton Lizardo Naval Academy's Planetarium in
Puerto Anton Lizardo, State of Veracruz from July 24th
through July 27, 1991. The purpose of the meeting will
be to encourage AMP AC members to exchange ideas
and experiences from the
11th Solar Eclipse. The
theme of the next meeting
Mutual Roles of Amateur Astronomical Societies and Planetariums. This
theme was developed as a result of persons .... ~~........."-'u.
shows and becoming interested in
ing astronomy as a hobby. The host for the July
will be Ignacio Guerrero and other authorities of
Naval Academy. Among the customary papers and
workshops will be visits to local attractions.
The Mexican Astronomical Society is currently
The
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looking for a site near its Jll'C,auuUu.<
ern planetarium
a
instrument under a
dome with 130 seats.
Two other mid -sized
are on the
ing board for the States
BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
No

Undine

EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
(EMPA)
No

Dennis SirnOlD01110s.
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GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM

The Adler Planetarium
n""""".............. on March 1st.
new exhibits and the ,....""'' ' . . . ,'' ' ...".
,f~lrur~'<T to
an escalator ,.,,,,,,,...,,,,,,,.,,1.• .,...,.,,
two theaters.
The Adler Planetarium has an ODlf:"nln9"
Astronomer. One
)1I1h!'LV:""t"I

nois 60605.
from the Adler had
Resources list that documents
teacher reference books
resources. If
wish to receive
a self-addressed

chl'A .... ,,..........,... , ·!·..,....,"',h.,..,.,.".

nois 60605.
The Cernan Earth and
Grove, Illinois
highlighting telescopes

The Illinois State University Planetarium has established a travelling telescope program for area schools in
memory of
Vanden Brook. The program was
made possible
several donations and a
from
the V. M. Slipher
The Evansville Museum Planetarium is pleased to
announce the appointment of Charmaine Oxford as the
new Science Associate. Charmaine will be presenting
and producing planetarium shows as well as assisting
in museum projects.
Secretary /Treasurer David Parker reports the
GLPA's current membership stands at 225.
A 14-inch Celestron telescope was recently donated
to the local astronomy dub headquartered at the Chaffee Planetarium in Grand Rapids, Michigan. It is hoped
that the Veen Observatory will be expanded in the
future to accommodate the new addition.
The Mission to Mars exhibit has opened at the
Columbus Center of Science and Industry (COSI) in
Columbus, Ohio under the direction of Bill Buckingham. The new exhibit includes several pieces of Soviet
space equipment.
The next GLP A Conference will be held at the Ward
Beecher Planetarium on the Youngstown State University Campus, Youngstown, Ohio, October 16-19, 1991.
The hosts for the conference will be Warren Young and
Richard Pirko. Plans for the conference are currently
being finalized.

Conference
1991.
Venezia Lido on October
" " ',A'U'A, .......

MIDDLE ATLANTIC
The Middle Atlantic Planetarium
held its 26th Annual Conference at the

,",-A<'.<::>+"",

cussions were dovejtaiJled
tory in Chadds
Planetarium, Historic
entific Showroom. Also
in the conference
a demonstration of the Evans & Sutherland
a Jazz/LASER Multi Media concert. More than
sons were in attendance for the
t-n1"'Y'no1"hr Assistant Director
has ac(~eDted
Buhl
A"........... AUA'

GREAT PLAINS PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
<GPPA)
The new list of officers for GPP A are: President, J.
Terry Walker, Sanford Museum & Planetarium, Cherokee, Iowa; President-Elect, Bruce Daniel, Pittsburg State
University, Pittsburg, Kansas; Secretary, Gayle Bintner,
Omaha Burke High School, Omaha, Nebraska; Treasurer,
Gilbert, Longview Community College, Lee's
Missouri; Newsletter Editor, Laura Kyro,
McDonnell Star Theater, St. Louis, Missouri and PastPresident, Alinda Wengenroth, Clinton, Iowa.
If you are interested in legally using music by
Mannheim Steamroller, a.k.a. Fresh Aire, please contact:
Erin Hughes, American Gramaphone Records, 9130
Mormon Bridge Road, Omaha, Nebraska 68152. Please
be aware that American Gramaphone Records is affiliated with SESAC and not ASCAP or BM!. This information comes from Jack Dunn, Mueller Planetarium, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588.
Roger Hoefer, formerly the Director of the Kansas
Cosmosphere & Space Center in Hutchinson, Kansas
has recently accepted a position of Planetarium Curator
at the Museum of Arts and Sciences, Volusia County
Schools, Daytona Beach, Florida.

tarium and
Inc. and West
Institute
one week courses, rlC"~lo-1"lOri
pan ts with the
operate a nl::lnlJ.t~Jojll1m
Institute I,
19, 1991. This session is ........
who feel their
astronomy subject maHer
refreshing. Institute
win be held July 22-26, 1991.
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ITALIAN PLANETARIA'S FRIENDS ASSOCIATION
(AADP)
The first National Day for Planetaria was held
66
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NORDIC PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
NPA will hold its first week-long course this summer. It is entitled The Place of Astronomy in the Nordic
Culture and it will take place at the Astronomical
Observatory in Brorfoldo, Denmark, August
1991. Lectures and workshops will be conducted by Ole
Askman, Mariana Back, Lars Broman, Bjorn Jorgensen,
Hans Jorn Fogh Olsen, Franck Pettersen, and Curt Roslund. More information can be obtained from course
coordinator Hans Jorn Fogh Olsen, Heibergs Have 31,
DK-4300, Holbaek, Denmark.
NPA has elected a new board for 1991-1992, consisting of: Lars Broman, Sweden, President; Erling Husby,
Norway, Vice President; Mariana Back, Sweden, Secretary /Treasurer; Bjorn F. Jorgensen, Denmark, Board
Member; Timo Rahunen, Finland, Board Member; and
Sakari
Finland, Board Member.
The 1991 NPA Conference will take place at the
Tycho Brahe Planetarium in Copenhagen, August 17,
immediately following the summer course.
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SOUTHEAST PLANETARIUM r-..C»d,,-,,'",--.rILlL
SEPA's 1991 conference takes
in
and will be
by the IPS hXE~cutlve
host will be David h.,-\I"1.o•.o Planetarium Director.
The Fernbank Science Center in Atlanta has
construction on a new natural
include an Imax theater slated to open
1992.
The Eastern Tennessee

PACIFIC PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATON
The 1991 PP A Conference will be
at the

~t)teInbE~r

Mountain Planetarium
Planetarium
will be the confertheme for the conference will be
below.
PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION OF CANADA
No
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
The theme of
RMP A Conference will be
cies" when convened in ~ze]man
ideas and
on the 'ta..-.hn,n.ln,l"n'
time to consider where
we've been
and how to make a
difference. The
held at the
Planetarium at at the Museum of the
is
renowned for its dinosaur collection and its Indian and
early settler collections. The conference will run from
from September 25-29 with a pre-conference reception

There is a C1J1'lpr,~ht1fH1 in aV(naltnSl SU11er~5tltwnlS.
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214-526-4800 (work)
214-692-9662 (home)
214-520-6967 (fax)

Spiral
Why doesn't my mail include something exciting like
a Spiral Galaxy Sweepstakes where the ~inner would ,:isit
Alpha Centauri and
UltravIOlet Peak to VIew
the triple stars
Beta, and Proxima ,as they, ri~e
and set in unison.
enjoy a photo safan and plcmc
lunch on Comet Baltzagor, or take a thrilling hyper
light-speed roller coaster ride on the Pyramid Planet's
rings?? I've dreamed of a wild ride on an untamed
asteroid or at least a visit to the Horsehead Nebula.
Think of the deep-space star fish I could catch if I w~nt
fishing in the Crab Nebula?? Or what about a vacation
to the Pleiades? The World Series would be, at least for
me a lot more interesting if I visited the Blue Giants or
the'Red Giants! Wouldn't the ring planets be a unique
vacation destination! The many moons of those resort
places would offer such a variety, f,rom I?' s sulfur
plumes for a hot springs spa to the hIkIng traIls offered
on Ganymede? Maybe the grand prize winner could
select any destination within the Milky Wa,y Galaxy! My
thanks to Wilgus and
SCIence Place 2
Planetarium, for suggesting the above and brightening
my day!
Did You Know:
Garland changed jobs-it's still proofreading
but for a different court reporter. Husband Don
Worth Science &
Museum) is diligently workon Soviet Space
opens this mon~h: D?n h~s ,a
lot of tales on what it took to get that exhIbIt SInce It IS
only visiting five U.S. cities, and Fort Worth is the only
city in the entire Southwest! I am aware t~at what the
Russians achieved in space has been nothlng short of
and so enjoyed our very own cosmonaut
Grechko at our IPS Conference in Sweden last
summer! What a treat it was to actually see the pictures
of a Soviet launch! The Soviets have launched more
than 2,000 space vehicles and their cosmonauts have
spent more than 6,000 days in space! .......... ~t. M~rk/s
planetarium director, Tom
along WIth SCIence
teachers Steve
and Dan Northcut will be traveling
with students to Baja to view the solar eclipse this summer. I wonder how many of you will be taking students?? ......... What a scare
Rusk (Mesquite Schools
Planetarium) had last spring. His school district survived an attempted tax roll-back! If the roll-back had
gone though, the planetarium would have been

Planetarium l..,J-.,n...,.!hU1I"1tc'Y
of Arkansas at
shows have ,..,"'...·-I-"'''nl-.I
think of the new
ing?? ......... Have
national
Year and the
Research
have set
this summer and fall for th()u~;ancds
high school and
student.s from .
theIr own SCIence
world to build and
1ST 1991.
of the
for teachers that will
into
rl .....'."",..".
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(Please see Gibbous on

video ........ r~'""""' ............
Then
lite channel. The ""' ...r''''................
ext:)lOlts of the
rln.,,, ..... I .. h y

This spring, I was watching an
Law" on American television in
a
was
his summation in defense of a client on trial for
pay his taxes. The
recited a whole litany ways in which the U.S. government was wasting
his client's money-including '''building telescopes that
don't work." We all know who he was talking about,
don't we?
It was only a television program, but television
reflects society, and it's surprising how many people
really think the
Space Telescope doesn't work.
Maybe it's not so surprising when we realize that news
of its problems appeared in every newspaper and 1V
newscast, while news of its accomplishments seems
available only to subscribers of astronomy or
science magazines, watchers or readers of the occasional
positive news story, or visitors to planetariums.
a couple of this column's first items can help us to
spread the word among our public that Hubble is
some very nice
despite its well-publicized flaws
and currently
capabilities.
Hubble isn't alone, of course; Magellan, Ulysses,
Galileo have all had their problems in recent mOlntJhS-as did Voyager and
missions before
And of
course, it isn't necessary for us to be apologists for our
countries'
But
of our
role
to let our public know "what's new"
with these missions-and that includes what's going
right as well as what's going wrong!

sion InC~lU(lln2:
Ness in

a r l •• "",·!-"".,

NASA Goodies
NASA is
kit on the
Hubble
including materials
adaptable
SCIence
and planetarium
shows.
kit consists a three-ring binder containing
a captioned color slide set of Hubble images, illustrations of telescope systems and hardware, a program
overview, fact sheets, and
of published articles.
What's particularly useful is
the kit will be updated
periodically according to Douglas Broome, Chief of the
Observatories Development Branch, Astrophysics Division, as new images and infonnation become available.
To request the kit, you may contact Dr. Jeffrey Bennett, NASA, Astrophysics Division (Code SZ), 600 IndeI

nal
and ~M~.~~'UU'''~ .n~.~~~~~.~~
shipping.
ing on tape format: ca~,seltte,
quarter-track. I've listened to the show
it to be of the high quality I've come to
Loch Ness; the show offers a "' ......... ,....11""
coated explanation of
many of the telescopes'
to
of
of galaxies and
and Saturn. This will be another excellent
cate your audiences on the status of Hubble.

But that's not all: Ness also
pf()gT.am called
.......1t',.... n-1t'~Y"n win be of
win no doubt include scads
Im,agE~s from this exotic
if it's not out
"'hr....... I,,, so watch for

aimed at lithe . . .~r'I,"'rt'''1t'
community and the
that
into a copy, and I can tell
Starfleet Technical Manual, nor is it
This is the real stuff-packed with
techmlcal1ni'OnnanoJIl; s1ten,-ml-S1ten procedures, charts,
en~~n~eef]mg

ideas.

Shuttle

time zone's
is
latiascension and de'~l1rlat1ion
desir,es, and how to aim the instrument on a
line. Once
found a flat
surface to set it on and have it ........r'....."." ... h" .......
the device's three dials to set
deik!re~es) and declination of the
and the arrow
time of
direction.
.LA ..... ' ... ,

UOJl. . .J u . ......

The

produced by

Stockholm, ;:Jwt::ut::u.

its coordinates.
and one that can offer some pnlctJ"ca! eX1Jeflerlce,
undeI'stand:lngthesi~rutl~2ance

larUSt>heres also come into
I've come across in recent ....".,,,~'"h...,.
booklet called Starrise
Starset

The Video Universe

ment.
Their demo
and

light
increasingly
distances, sun
and
even that Venus landscape flyover from Magellan data
that I mentioned in passing earlier. They've even
thrown in a few Hubble
at the end! Some
lovely stuff here for the video projector-endowed.
The first four volumes of the video library are also
available; volumes 1 and 4 focus mainly on solar system
72

N.W.,
(404) 352-1288.
Have a
new?

summer, and until next time ...
1J1",,,,,o·~nV-ln""
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of the Lakeview Museum in
would like to

new groups. I
ment
etc.
from such an attHlcltlcm
have much that we can
and I think that we have much to offer as well.
Finally for most of you, mine should not be an
unfamiliar face and name, since I have served as your
Executive Secretary for the
four
(And now
get to spend six more years on
attending council meetings, writing articles,
I must be nuts!) However, for those of you unfamiliar with me, the accompanying graphic may be of
It was drawn by my
longtime
Taylor and shows me
surrounded
forces in
life. In ........ ''"'..,..,''~'. .
position is
the
Society, which has
a major
life for my
entire career. Also there is the
for
Challenger
Center. I was the first .......
Fellow and con,Ft.....
I-/V" .... J1lUUC.

''"'i-

lUt ............

lxlUU,UU.;S.

continued

inch Newtonian in a
and Adam Kremers
all sorts of neat
like a rotatable tube, remote slow-motion, and
knows what else (those two can fix
Adam spent four weeks in Hawaii at the
Museum's request to help set up exhibits for the upcoming solar eclipse celebration. Well, someone had to do it!

Kudos:
The W. M. Keck Foundation

Jane
Thomas
4100 West Grace
Richmond, Virginia 23230
It's interesting how disruptive influences in your life
can end up to be a good thing. Take my new principal
... please. He breezed in from Chicago last Fall and was
given administrative control of the planetarium.
My next words are a planetarium cliche: he had no
idea of what a planetarium does. In the beginning, he
insisted that I use the planetarium exclusively for secondary students in his high school ALL YEAR LONG,
somehow relating the planetarium to all curriculum
areas. There are only 600 students in our school; by my
figuring, each student would come to the planetarium
34 times in one year!
He was my boss: I must do what he said. It took me
several months to convince him of the wisdom of sharing the planetarium with other secondary and elementary schools. During this transitory period, I produced
10 new planetarium shows for students, one right after
another!
German, Math, World Studies, Science, English and
Photography classes came to see across-the-curriculum
topics like: "Reasons for Climate," "American Indian
Legends [thanks, Hansen]," "Graphing the Stars",
"Stimulating the Imagination," Greek/Roman Influences on our Calendar" ,"Time Zones," "Star Counting,"
and "Latitude and Longitude."
While perusing borrowed textbooks from all high
school subject areas for ideas, I found a poem, "Follow
the Drinking Gourd", in the 11 th grade English text.
The "drinking gourd" of the poem refers to the Big Dipper asterism and is an example of a "map song" from
American slavery days when directions for escaping to
the North were' foisted off as melodic slave songs,
thereby escaping the notice of slave owners.
I began to "get into it!" To introduce the program, I
brought seemingly unrelated items to show the students: some big gourds from a garden, and my grandfa-
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the set-up to the
named.
Let's face
good themes. If someone SUI2:ge'sts
lated subject area, you
to
the "punch line" to include that subject. I've discovered
flow onward.
this year that the
subject; I'll find a
show to do for
have a lot of fun doing it. This is my
I'm able to leap tall
gle bound; I'm a
Overheard:

- Mike L{1·•.h~t>,'J.·n" Planetarian from ,,-_,,'LU''-''.
ing to a student:
"Our
doesn't seem to want
money for
Student: "I don't know about YOUR 12:0vetonnl1erlt,
MINE will be
11

- Tony
Planetarium Director
The
African Museum in
commonly held idea that
unpolluted locale would be
lilt's not so
I'm doing research on
scale structures of
verse--the stars are in the way, and the
is
light
Also everyone drives on the wrong side
of the road and water curves the
way
drain."
- George
in Richmond, Virginia has discovered a
matical relationship which
lab portable planetarium. He's found that
in the planetarium varies
as the demeanor of
the group inside the dome, or as he says: "De AA."-.•"'l.. .·....
de group, de higher de light level"
0

The Difference is Astronomical.
Travel through time and space in three
dimensions. See the effects of movement on
star positions. Get a viewpoint from anywhere
within a universe of 400 parsecs.
Presenting DIGISTAR~ the world's first fully
digital planetarium system.
DIGISTAR uses computer graphics technology
to display in real time any image consisting of
lines, points and alphanumerics - including
complex chemical or molecular models, as
shown above. Unlike mechanical systems,
virtually every astronomical structure, space

object, special effect and graphic art can be
projected.
Since virtually all systems are compatible,
users can share special effects and programs
through the DIGISTAR Users Network.
That means your DIGISTAR library can be
expanded for just tape and postage costs.
For more information on the planetarium
system that makes an astronomical difference,
contact: Evans & Sutherland, Jeri Panek,
DIGISTAR Sales Manager, 600 Komas Dr., Salt
Lake City, Utah 84108, Tel: (801) 582-5847

EVANS & SUTHERLAND
D1GISTAR@ is a trademark of Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation

